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When a lawyer faces a disciplinary grievance—whether initiated by a cli-
ent, a fellow attorney, or a third party—something, somewhere, has gone terri-
bly wrong. The attorney-client relationship has been broken or abused in a
serious way; a client may feel neglected due to an attorney’s failure to com-
municate, a fellow attorney may have overcome the reluctance lawyers feel to
report each other’s misconduct,1 or a third party may feel unfairly harmed by a
lawyer’s actions and accuse the lawyer of playing outside the rules. Each situa-
tion signals a profound breach of trust—trust in the attorney-client relationship,
trust in shared professional values and codes of conduct, or trust in the legal
system to govern its affairs and the actions of those who advocate within it.

Yet the processes for resolving attorney disciplinary grievances pay little
attention to the relationships that have been damaged. Instead, the organized
bar’s attorney disciplinary proceedings treat respondent lawyers in much the
same way our criminal systems treat defendants: the action is framed as a pros-
ecution, operating between the state and the defendant. Other interested parties
are only witnesses rather than active participants or decision-makers. Scuttled
aside, poorly informed about the progress of disciplinary proceedings and pow-
erless to affect them, members of the public (and sometimes even members of
the profession) can feel alienated and cynical about the legal profession’s legiti-
macy as a self-regulating entity. Thus, the process designed to remedy the
grievance actually adds insult to injury and further estranges the parties from
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1 Julie Rose O’Sullivan, Professional Discipline for Law Firms? A Response to Professor
Schneyer’s Proposal, 16 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 1, 52 n.228 (2002).

[Despite ethical obligations to report misconduct, ‘the National Organization of Bar Counsel
informed the Commission that judges and lawyers comprise a very small percentage of all com-
plainants’. . . . [A]lthough the Clark Report identified as a problem the reluctance on the part of
lawyers and judges to report instances of professional misconduct in 1970, ‘[r]eporting by law-
yers and judges of misconduct is still rare, and, in many instances, is motivated more by a desire
to disqualify opposing counsel or gain advantage in a legal matter.’
Id. (quoting ABA REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON EVALUATION OF DISCIPLINARY ENFORCE-
MENT 44, 95 (Robert B. McKay chair, 1991)).
each other and from the legal system. Clients lose trust both in the individual lawyers who failed them and in lawyers as a group. Third parties generalize their anger and frustration about one unethical lawyer to the profession as a whole. And attorneys themselves begin to doubt the integrity of their professional brothers and sisters.

As James C. Turner, the Executive Director of HALT, sums it up:

Despite decades of calls for reform, the attorney discipline system is still badly broken . . . . [T]he vast majority of consumer complaints are not even investigated or are dismissed on technicalities, while only a handful lead to more than a slap on the wrist. Unscrupulous or incompetent lawyers should be held accountable to the clients they victimize, but the current system fails to do so.

Turner and other consumer advocates thus call for prompt investigations, open deliberations, and effective quality control that “weeds out” unethical or incompetent attorneys. These reformers are probably right that individual attorneys and the profession as a whole cannot gain the public trust fully until such reform is achieved.

We particularly agree that many of the woes and weaknesses of the attorney disciplinary system could be mitigated through increased public participation. By making the disciplinary process more inclusive of victim perspectives and more open to participation from multiple stakeholders, attorney discipline can combat cynicism among lawyers and the public they serve, build trust between attorneys and their clients, and foster the professional qualities that are captured in both the mandatory rules of professional conduct for lawyers and the aspirational comments that accompany those rules.

Our contribution to this debate is to envision a specific structure and form for public participation in disciplinary processes. We draw upon theory and practice in the field of Restorative Justice. Developed primarily in the context of criminal and juvenile justice, Restorative Justice animates diversionary pro-

---


3 A majority of lawyers surveyed by the Connecticut Bar Association in 2005 thought that “the public does not perceive them to have high ethical standards” and a third of them believed that business and economic pressures would lead to a decline in ethical standards and practices among lawyers. Task Force on the Future of the Profession, Conn. Bar Ass’n, Survey Report 3 (2006), available at https://www.ctbar.org/userfiles/Committees/FutureOfTheProfession/Survey_Report.pdf.

4 HALT is a consumer advocacy organization founded in 1978 that seeks to “challenge the legal establishment to improve access and reduce costs in our civil justice system at both the state and federal levels.” See About HALT, HALT, http://www.halt.org/about_halt/ (last visited Jan. 1, 2012). HALT has taken particular aim at the attorney disciplinary system, issuing the HALT “Report Card” to assess the strengths and weaknesses of each state’s system.


7 See infra Section II for a more detailed description of Restorative Justice Theory and the practices it has spawned.
grams such as victim offender mediation,\(^8\) conferencing,\(^9\) and sentencing circles\(^10\) and emphasizes two important elements that are currently undervalued in attorney discipline: 1) deliberation and decision making by a diverse group of stakeholders and 2) discussion that focuses on repairing the damage caused by the offender. A restorative approach sees “that ‘justice’ can only be realized when the stakeholders most directly affected by a specific offence—the victim, the offender and the community—have the opportunity to voluntarily work through the consequences of the offence with the emphasis on repairing the harm and damage done.”\(^11\) In our view, the legal profession both constitutes and creates community. By strengthening that community, a more restorative disciplinary process can in turn improve the morale of practicing lawyers, prevent ethical misconduct, and protect the public.\(^12\)

We envision a conversation that could take place between a lawyer facing discipline and the bar, acting through the state’s chief disciplinary counsel. Unlike existing disciplinary processes, however, this more restorative approach would open the conversation to the complaining client, attorney, or third party as well. In some cases, the group of stakeholders could be even larger, expanding to include members of the victim’s family or support network, members of the attorney’s family, law partners of the attorney, therapists who might be treating the attorney in an ongoing way, and even the attorney’s malpractice.

---

\(^8\) Victim offender mediation, administered by prosecutors, probation officers, or cooperating private agencies, allows offenders in criminal cases to mediate with their victims, sometimes in lieu of trial or as part of sentencing. See generally Jennifer Gerarda Brown, The Use of Mediation to Resolve Criminal Cases: A Procedural Critique, 43 EMORY L.J. 1247 (1994) (offering a general description and critique of victim offender mediation).

\(^9\) Conferencing is very similar to victim offender mediation, because it also gives the victim and offender an opportunity to talk at length about the crime and its consequences. See Trish Stewart, Family Group Conferences with Young Offenders in New Zealand, in FAMILY GROUP CONFERENCES: PERSPECTIVES ON POLICY AND PRACTICE 66–73 (Joe Hudson et al., eds., 1996). Conferencing expands the conversation to include other stakeholders, including families, community support groups, police, social welfare agency employees, and attorneys. Id.

\(^10\) Sentencing circles, often convened pursuant to state statute, can bring together the victim and perpetrator of a crime, the victim’s family members or other supportive persons, the offender’s family members or other supportive persons, law enforcement officials or the prosecutor, other criminal justice system professionals, and members of the community to discuss the crime and its impact, to support the victim, to determine an appropriate sanction for the offender, and to devise “methods for reintegrating the offender into community life.” MINN. STAT. ANN. § 611A.775 (2009); see also State v. Pearson, 637 N.W.2d 845 (Minn. 2002) (trial court properly followed sentencing circle’s recommended sanction when the state agreed as part of the plea agreement that the case would be sent to sentencing circle for recommended disposition—even if the trial court could not properly impose that sentence independent of sentencing circle’s actions).


\(^12\) Clark Freshman, Privatizing Same-Sex “Marriage” Through Alternative Dispute Resolution: Community-Enhancing Versus Community-Enabling Mediation, 44 UCLA L. REV. 1687, 1692–93 (1997) (recognizing a tension between a “private ordering” aspect of mediation (which allows parties to articulate their own values and adopt consistent resolutions) and a “community enhancing” aspect that uses mediation to encourage individuals to order their activities and resolve their disputes according to the norms of some relevant community).
insurer. Some violations might call for still other stakeholders to be included in
the conference because flexibility and attention to specific community charac-
teristics are hallmarks of restorative justice. In short, the conversation would
include all who would support the lawyer in her attempts to repair the harm she
caused in the past, as well as those who will help her comply with professional
standards in the future.

In this conversation, the participants would talk about what went wrong,
how the attorney behaved incompetently or unethically, and the impact this had
on the other party or parties. The aim would be to let the lawyer hear and
understand the consequences of her actions. The conversation would then
turn to determining the form of discipline to impose. Restitution, substance
abuse treatment, or service—to the harmed individual or to the community—
could all be on the table. More traditional forms of discipline, such as repris-
mand, admonition, or limitations on the attorney’s future practice, could also be
part of the agreement.

The “restorative discipline” we envision is both promising and paradoxi-
cal. The promise, of course, lies in all the virtues we have outlined above. The
paradox is in the very phrase, restorative discipline, an oxymoron in the view
of some restorative justice theorists. Granted, when discipline is framed only as
punishment, it cannot be truly restorative. Any process that focuses exclusively
on the defendant’s wrong and the state’s punitive response to that wrong will
fail to reach restorative goals. But the apparent paradox in the phrase resto-
*native discipline* is easily resolved. What is required is greater focus on the funda-
mental meaning of “discipline,” a word that connotes a rich set of traditions,
with strong emphasis on concepts of growth, development, and education.

---

13 As is true for criminal cases, this process only works if the lawyer admits the wrong. This
is not an adjudicative process to determine whether the lawyer violated the rules. It would
work as a diversionary process in cases where the lawyer admits guilt, or where an ethics
panel has adjudicated guilt, and the lawyer is willing to admit that guilt for purposes of
determining the discipline to be imposed.

14 We will later consider whether disciplinary conferences could be used in cases of more
serious misconduct, where suspension or disbarment will also be necessary. See *infra*
Part II.E.1.c. It should be remembered, however, that when disbarment, suspension, probation or
reprimand is imposed, they must be made public. *Model Rules for Lawyer Disciplinary
Enforcement R. 10(D) (2002).* Admonition, in effect only a warning, can be issued “[o]nly
in cases of minor misconduct, when there is little or no injury to a client, the public, the legal
system, or the profession, and when there is little likelihood of repetition by the lawyer.” *Id.*
R. 10(A)(5). The U.S. Supreme Court has characterized discipline as “quasi criminal” and
says that certain but not all due process requirements apply, including the requirement of fair

15 One dictionary defines discipline as follows:

1. Training expected to produce a specific character or pattern of behavior, especially training
that produces moral or mental improvement. 2. Controlled behavior resulting from disciplinary
training; self-control. 3a. Control obtained by enforcing compliance or order. b. A systematic
method to obtain obedience: *a military discipline*. c. A state of order based on submission to
rules and authority: *a teacher who demanded discipline in the classroom*. 4. Punishment
intended to correct or train. 5. A set of rules or methods, as those regulating the practice of a
church or monastic order. 6. A branch of knowledge or teaching.

Our analysis remains mindful that the word discipline derives from disciple, suggesting a core of instruction and shared values.

The seeming paradox in restorative discipline is also quickly resolved from a practical perspective. Although most states model attorney disciplinary processes on criminal prosecution, the states do not see punishment as a primary or even legitimate goal of attorney discipline. Rather, states discipline attorneys in order to protect the public and maintain high quality in the practicing bar.16 The system also has therapeutic goals, working to keep attorneys on the straight and narrow and guide those who stray back to the right path. Indeed, some states recognize no such thing as permanent disbarment, suggesting that all lawyers, no matter how heinous their offenses, are theoretically capable of redemption and reintegration. Such underlying goals and values in the disciplinary system make it amenable to restorative justice theory and practice; indeed, given these clearly articulated values, the case for applying restorative justice is even stronger in the context of attorney discipline than in criminal justice.17

This Article proceeds in several steps. In Section I we describe attorney discipline and some of the procedural variety that exists state to state. This section’s purpose is not to present a complete survey of disciplinary processes (though given the diversity that our state-based system allows, such a survey would be useful).18 Instead, this section will give an overview of grievances against attorneys, the standard processes (as well as some innovative programs) states use to resolve those complaints, and the shortcomings of these systems. Section II will introduce an alternative approach, transplanting the theory and practice of restorative justice to the new and fertile ground of attorney discipline. We will provide an introduction to Restorative Justice Theory (“RJT”) and describe some of the ways Restorative Practices have been used in criminal law, juvenile justice, and school disciplinary cases. Section II will conclude

---


17 Although restorative justice theory developed in the context of criminal justice, the existence of community and shared values is far less clear in such contexts than in the relatively homogenous and tightly knit structure of lawyers’ professional organizations. See Brown, supra note 8, at 1292–94; Robert Weisberg, Criminal Law, Criminology, and the Small World of Legal Scholars, 63 U. COLO. L. REV. 521, 556 (1992) (restorative theories of criminal justice focus on “social ceremonies of reintegrative shaming that induce moral behavior through loving guilt,” but are “circular” because they leave readers “working backward to imagine transforming American culture into something that can fulfill this daunting task.”).

18 Cf. ABA STANDING COMM. ON PROF’L DISCIPLINE, 2007 SURVEY ON LAWYER DISCIPLINE SYSTEMS (2007) [hereinafter ABA 2007 SURVEY], available at http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/migrated/cpr/discipline/07-full.authcheckdam.pdf (collecting statistics on such matters as agency caseload, sanctions imposed, case processing, and staffing issues, but not collecting descriptions of the processes states use to obtain these results).
with design suggestions for incorporating restorative theory and practice into attorney disciplinary processes. Section III will then consider the pros and cons of this approach, attempting to anticipate and answer the objections likely to be leveled at our proposal. We will conclude by defending our claim that the legal profession is—or can be—a community, and that restorative practices in attorney disciplinary proceedings could help to strengthen that community.

I. ATTORNEY DISCIPLINE: AN OVERVIEW

Several studies have evaluated the processes used to resolve complaints against attorneys, and all have reported rather dismal findings. For example, in 2007, the American Bar Association ("ABA") completed its most recent Survey on Lawyer Discipline Systems.\(^1\) The ABA sent a questionnaire to fifty-six lawyer disciplinary agencies and compiled the results by jurisdiction.\(^2\) This ABA study found that the nation had approximately 1.4 million lawyers with active licenses in 2007, and during that year 117,598 disciplinary complaints were filed against attorneys.\(^3\) Despite (or perhaps because of) the large number of complaints filed, the vast majority led to no discipline or to informal discipline in the form of private sanctions.\(^4\) Although disciplinary agencies in the United States received 117,598 complaints in 2007, in that same year only 4,782 lawyers were charged with disciplinary violations.\(^5\)

With an overload of complaints in each jurisdiction, disciplinary agencies were unable to fully investigate and resolve every complaint. For example, Michigan’s disciplinary authority received 3,293 complaints in a state with 37,668 lawyers, but only 686 of these reached even the investigative phase.\(^6\) What could explain the fact that less than twenty-five percent of the complaints filed against attorneys were even investigated? It could be any number or combination of causes: administrative overload, institutional inefficiency, or the failure of many complaints to allege sufficient wrongdoing to justify investigation. Many complaints in Michigan were summarily dismissed for lack of jurisdiction. Whatever the cause, this low response rate makes the disciplinary system look neglectful: "too slow, too secret, too soft, and too self-regulated."\(^7\)

\(^1\) Id.
\(^2\) Id.
\(^3\) Id. at Chart 1.
\(^4\) Id.
\(^5\) Id. It is difficult to determine what percentage of the complaints these charges represent, since the ABA oddly chooses to ask disciplinary authorities how many total complaints they receive, and how many lawyers they charge, and some lawyers undoubtedly face multiple complaints (so that a larger percentage of the total complaints are resulting in prosecutions than might at first appear).
\(^7\) ABA COMM'N ON EVALUATION OF DISCIPLINARY ENFORCEMENT, LAWYER REGULATION FOR A NEW CENTURY at xx (1992).
So much for the dismal overview. How do attorney disciplinary cases appear up close? A key point for us is that quasi-criminal allegations justifying the prosecutorial structure of attorney discipline—and here we're imagining lawyers who lie and deliberately cheat their clients, the courts, or third parties—actually arise in relatively few disciplinary cases. Instead, when we examine the body of disciplinary complaints filed against lawyers each year, a pattern of much less deliberate wrongdoing emerges: most cases involve some combination of the lawyer's addiction or mental illness, sloppy business practices, mismanagement of cases, or failure to communicate. Thus, much of the misconduct brought before disciplinary bodies arises from economic, structural, and even personal forces that seem to be out of the lawyer's control; the lawyer's intent may often be to do right, but case load, addiction, or inadequate resources and administrative support drive the lawyer into neglect or mismanagement of client matters. When misconduct does not arise from deliberate or calculated wrongdoing, a system modeled on criminal justice and its requirement of mens rea may simply be barking up the wrong tree. The “forum,” to borrow a phrase from Professor Frank Sander, does not fit the “fuss.” Much of lawyer misconduct, we argue, lends itself far more readily to a therapeutic and supportive structure than a punitive one.

The most common complaints against lawyers include a failure to communicate with the client and neglect of the client’s matters. For example, in Connecticut the most common offenses alleged from July 2002 to June 2003 were: “neglect (397), lack of communication (237), excessive fee (79), misrepresentation...”

---

26 In the state of Washington, for example, fewer than half of the cases in which discipline was actually imposed involved “dishonesty,” “trust account/theft,” or “criminal conduct,” and one might reasonably infer that cases resulting in discipline contain a higher concentration of such allegations than the general run of complaints. See WASH. STATE BAR ASS’N, 2010 LAWYER DISCIPLINE SYSTEM ANNUAL REPORT 24 (2010), available at www.wsba.org (search for “2010 lawyer discipline system annual report”). [hereinafter WASHINGTON DISCIPLINE ANNUAL REPORT]; see also id. at 9 (Washington Office of Disciplinary Counsel received 2,739 new matters; 1,938 were written grievances and an additional 801 matters were oral grievances alleging non-communication and disputes over the clients’ files.).


After 15 years as a State Bar of California prosecutor, I have become completely convinced that the discipline imposed against attorneys by their licensing boards arises at least 80 percent to 85 percent of the time from the failure of attorneys to document the work they do, their marginal business skills, and their failure to respond appropriately when a disciplinary complaint is lodged against them. Only a very small percentage of legitimate complaints arise from intentional malfeasance by the attorney . . . .

Id.; Michael A. Bedke & John W. Keegan, Am. Bar Ass’n Young Lawyers Div., Comm’n on Impaired Attorneys, Report to the House of Delegates ¶ 1 (1995) (“Findings from California and Georgia estimate that 60 [percent] to 80 [percent] of lawyer discipline cases are the result of addiction.”); Alcohol, Drugs, and other Addictions: Do I Have a Problem?, STATE BAR OF WIS., http://www.wisbar.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Substance_abuse_and_gambling (last visited Jan. 11, 2012) (referring to a “recent report of the ABA” which found that “more than 50 percent of all disciplinary cases involve impaired lawyers”).

tion (66) and conflict of interest (55).”29 According to an annual report of Maryland’s Attorney Grievance Commission, more disciplinary actions were taken for incompetent representation (including lack of communication, lack of diligence, neglect, and failure to abide by the client’s decisions) than for any other violation.30 Similarly, in Michigan most disciplinary orders were due to problems concerning neglect (including lack of communication, lack of diligence, and incompetent representation).31 Other states follow suit.32

These complaints are disproportionately made against solo or small firm practitioners.33 This higher claim rate appears to stem not from any inherent lack of ethics in solo and small firm practitioners, but rather from challenges that are specific to small scale practice: a client base composed primarily of individuals rather than institutions, lower average hourly billing rates, and a higher volume of clients to balance lower rates.34 An unsustainable business model may take a lawyer in over his head, where he cannot stay on top of client matters or maintain appropriate contact and communication with clients.35

In addition to the size and type of practice involved, several personal factors can increase the likelihood that a lawyer will face discipline. Experts have estimated that lawyers suffer from depression at a higher rate than the national average, with alcoholism and alcohol abuse within the legal profession as high as eighteen to twenty percent.36 Lawyers battling substance abuse, gambling addictions, or “untreated depression spiral downward into a nightmare of unattended cases and dissatisfied clients . . . unable to concentrate, complete

32 For example, in Minnesota, of the 83 files opened in 2003, neglect and non-communication were the most numerous violations. LAWYERS’ PROF’L RESPONSIBILITY Bd. OF MINN., ANNUAL REPORT (2004), available at http://lrbr.mncourts.gov/AboutUs/Documents/2004%20Annual%20Report.pdf. In Virginia the most common complaint was failure to communicate. VA. STATE BAR, 65TH ANNUAL REPORT: REPORT OF THE OFFICE OF BAR COUNSEL Chart 4 (2003), available at http://www.vsb.org/anreport/02-03/.
33 Mark Hansen, Picking on the Little Guy: Perception Lingers that Discipline Falls Hardest on Solos, Small Firms, A.B.A. J., March 2003, at 30, 30–32 (explaining studies from California, New Mexico, Virginia, and Oregon show higher rates of sanctions imposed against solo and small firm practitioners); Hal R. Lieberman, How to Avoid Common Ethics Problems: Small Firms and Solos Are Often Subject to Disciplinary Complaints and Malpractice Claims, N.Y.L.J., Oct. 28, 2002, at S4.
research, prepare documents or briefs, return calls or meet clients and attend hearings.” Thus, the grievances regarding neglect and lack of communication begin.

Consider a prototypical case. A solo practitioner, John Wilson, has a diverse practice, including everything from wills and trusts, to real estate matters, to plaintiffs’ personal injury cases, but he is struggling to make ends meet. Tom Taylor retains Wilson to represent him in a small commercial case against a supplier who delivered defective goods to Taylor’s small business. Wilson files the initial complaint, but then loses track of the case in the whirlwind of developing his practice and maintaining the many other matters he is handling. Wilson fails to return several calls from Taylor checking on the status of the case. Then the case is dismissed due to Wilson’s failure to comply with the defendant’s discovery request. Wilson never informs Taylor of the dismissal. From other sources, Taylor eventually learns of the status of his case. Since the statute of limitations has not run, Taylor retains a new lawyer to file a timely and successful motion to reopen the case.

Still, Taylor is extremely upset with Wilson, and feels that Wilson should not be permitted to go on as he has in ways that could harm other clients (ones who may not be as lucky as Taylor was, retaining the ability to bring his case with a new lawyer). Taylor files a complaint against Wilson with the state’s Attorney Registration and Disciplinary Commission. Under these facts, disciplinary counsel will easily have probable cause to allege that Wilson violated the state’s Rules of Professional Conduct regarding diligence and communication. But the allegations are unlikely to rise to the level of “serious misconduct,” and the processes that could be used to resolve Taylor’s complaint are varied, from traditional grievance hearings to alternative dispute resolution processes such as discipline by consent, diversion programs, mediation, and arbitration. As such, numerous outcomes could arise.

A. Grievance Hearings

Most jurisdictions conduct standard adversarial hearings to resolve grievance complaints. While the details differ from state to state, the ABA’s Model Rules for Lawyer Disciplinary Enforcement describe a structure for this process. Appendix A describes the ABA model process in detail.

A notable feature of the traditional grievance procedure is the complainant’s limited role throughout the process. Having filed a grievance, the complainant loses all control of the matter, often with highly dissatisfying results. As comments to The Model Rules for Lawyer Disciplinary Enforcement concede, it is not unusual for complaints to be dismissed immediately: “Single instances of minor neglect or minor incompetence, while technically violations of the rules of professional conduct, are seldom treated as such. These complaints are almost always dismissed. Summary dismissal of these complaints is one of the chief sources of public dissatisfaction with the system.”

---

38 MODEL RULES FOR LAWYER DISCIPLINARY ENFORCEMENT R. 11 (2002).
39 Id. R. 11 cmt.
Even when the grievance survives summary dismissal, the complainant is likely to feel unhappy with both the outcome and the process. To begin with, the rules do not require the respondent or disciplinary counsel to send a copy of the respondent’s answer to the complainant. One might see some irony in the fact that a client complaining about lack of communication should find that the very process designed to respond to his complaint actually continues the offense. Nor is the complainant entitled to updates as the case progresses through the system.

If the grievance avoids summary dismissal, the period of investigation will undoubtedly feel interminable for many complainants. The average time from filing a grievance to final disposition runs more than a year in many states; in some states the average is more than 3 years. During this time, disciplinary counsel ordinarily does not inform the complainant about the progress of the case.

Even when the complainant is a third party rather than a former client, the formal hearing process may be very alienating. Granted, these complainants do not suffer the breach of trust and loss of relationship that a former client does, but they may lose faith in lawyers generally. Though very few people have personal encounters with the attorney disciplinary system, the word seems to spread: one poll found that fewer than one third of respondents had confidence in the integrity of lawyers’ self-regulation. If complainants receive inadequate regard or compensation from the disciplinary system, they may lose faith in legal processes more generally. The effects of this are not good for lawyers or for the legal profession, but the negative impact is even greater and more widespread if it leads to reduced faith in the rule of law.

If and when a formal hearing begins, the complainant is likely to feel confused and overwhelmed. The respondent attorney has an obvious advantage based on his understanding of hearings, presentation of evidence, and cross-examination. While the respondent will often be represented by counsel, the complainant is likely to attend the hearing alone. The complainant might be called to testify by the prosecuting disciplinary counsel and be subject to cross examination by the respondent’s lawyer, but at no point in the hearing does the complainant have an opportunity to present her testimony as elicited by her

---

40 Recall that in some jurisdictions there is only a twenty-five percent chance that the case will get this far. See ABA 2007 Survey supra note 18, at Chart I.

41 2006 Lawyer Discipline Report Card, supra note 6 (“Of the states that did report on the pace of their case processing, the average jurisdiction took nine months just to bring charges against an attorney and an additional five months to impose sanctions. Louisiana, the nation’s most inefficient disciplinary body, took an astonishing forty-five months—nearly four years!—to file formal charges in the average case.”).

42 See Washington Discipline Annual Report, supra note 26, at 9 (showing that approximately fifty percent of disciplinary complaints are filed by current or former clients; the other half are filed by opposing clients, lawyers, judges, other lawyers, the bar association, and “other” complainants).


44 “In 2000, 114,000 complaints were filed against the nation’s 1.2 million lawyers. Of those, only 3.5 percent led to formal discipline, and just 1 percent resulted in disbarment.” Turner & Mishkin, supra note 24.
own attorney; she is a witness for the prosecution, not a party entitled to put on evidence of her own.

Meanwhile, the respondent has no incentive to admit his shortcomings or address the pain he has caused the complainant. Instead, the respondent will be driven to make as compelling an argument as possible to deny any violations. Throughout the process, it is unlikely that the respondent and the complainant will ever have the opportunity to engage in conversation. Thus, as is often the case, a formal, adversary structure designed to get at the truth will make some truth hard to discover. As Carrie Menkel-Meadow argues, “Binary, oppositional presentations of facts in dispute are not the best way for us to learn the truth; polarized debate distorts the truth, leaves out important information, simplifies complexity, and obfuscates rather than clarifies.”45 Ultimately, the hearing committee resolves the matter, and the committee is not even obligated to send a copy of its decision to the complainant.46 Thus, the traditional hearing process fails to achieve the goals of a lawyer discipline system: “first and foremost, protection of the public, second, protection of the administration of justice and third, preservation of confidence in the legal profession.”47

Let us return to our hypothetical grievance by Taylor against Wilson. If the state bar uses the formal hearing process to resolve Taylor’s complaint, the case may go nowhere. Disciplinary counsel is likely to characterize the matter as minor neglect and minor incompetence, resulting in summary dismissal because the statute of limitations has not run on Taylor’s case and he retains the ability to sue his supplier with a new lawyer. Attorney Wilson’s conduct, though inconsiderate, disrespectful, and violative of the state’s ethics rules, may not justify the resources required for a formal hearing. Even if the case were to proceed far enough for a sanction to be imposed, it would probably be no more severe than a reprimand, perhaps privately imposed, with no notice to Taylor.48 The disciplinary authority might order Wilson to refund some of the attorney’s fees Taylor paid (or waive the fees if still owing). But in the vast majority of cases, bar authorities are unlikely to take any action specifically to improve the future performance of the attorney.

Consider the impact of this process on the complainant, the former client of this lawyer who has run afoul of the rules. Taylor has lost his relationship with Wilson, a person he trusted. Feeling ill-used by the disciplinary system, Taylor’s faith in the legal system may be eroded: he might reasonably suppose that a profession unable to regulate itself effectively is unlikely to do a better job in other realms. Indeed, Taylor is likely to feel as many crime victims do:

[U]nhappy about their lack of a legitimate role in the processing of their cases beyond that of witness for the prosecution, the lack of opportunity to be consulted

---

46 MODEL RULES FOR LAWYER DISCIPLINARY ENFORCEMENT R. 11(D) (2002).
47 Levin, supra note 16, at 17–18 (footnotes omitted).
about the progress of their cases, the lack of recognition of the emotional, as well as material, harm they have experienced, and the lack of fairness and respect they receive at the hands of the justice system as a whole.49

As lawyers like Wilson continue to practice unchecked, the administration of justice suffers along with the public’s confidence in the profession.

B. Current Alternative Processes Meant to Reform Attorney Discipline

In 1970, the ABA Special Committee on Evaluation of Disciplinary Enforcement (“Clark Committee”) studied lawyer disciplinary procedures nationwide.50 In its report the Clark Committee highlighted numerous faults throughout the system, such as the secretive operation of disciplinary agencies and the institutional bias that results when lawyers control the system without oversight by judges or lay people.51 The Clark Committee also found that disciplinary agencies lacked appropriate procedures to easily dispose of minor matters, such as client neglect and failures to keep clients informed.52

Twenty years later, in 1991, the ABA Commission on Evaluation of Disciplinary Enforcement (“McKay Commission”) noted considerable improvements when it reviewed attorney disciplinary processes.53 Nevertheless, several points in the McKay Commission’s report echoed themes of the Clark report twenty years before. “The McKay Commission recommended a fully open disciplinary process—opening up complaints from the moment they are filed, making hearings open to the public, increasing public representation on grievance panels, abolishing the gag rule on complainants, and getting rid of private reprimands.”54 The McKay Commission also suggested that the scope of judicial review be “expanded to cover the thousands of complaints that are routinely dismissed each year.”55 To expedite the processing of minor complaints, the Commission recommended “a multi-door system of lawyer regulation which [would] afford[ ] a variety of responses to the needs of the public and the profession in addressing these problems.”56 Several jurisdictions responded with reforms such as discipline by consent, consumer protection models, and diversion programs using mediation or arbitration.

1. Discipline by Consent

In response to public dissatisfaction with so many summary dismissals, negotiated settlements between disciplinary counsel and the respondent were instituted as a means of resolving complaints without the expense of a formal hearing. According to the Model Rules for Lawyer Disciplinary Enforcement,

51 Id. at 1–2.
52 Id. at 92–96.
56 Id.
“A lawyer against whom formal charges have been made may tender to disciplinary counsel a conditional admission to the petition or to a particular count thereof in exchange for a stated form of discipline.”57 Once the disciplinary counsel and the respondent have worked out their agreement, the respondent must present an affidavit to the board.58 The affidavit must state that the attorney freely consents to the specified form of discipline, that the lawyer is aware of allegations providing grounds for discipline, that the facts alleged are true, and that the lawyer could not successfully defend against these allegations if prosecuted.59 After the affidavit has been submitted, the board may approve or reject the conditional admission of violation.60 The court then must finally approve or reject the discipline if it involves suspension, disbarment, or transfer to disability/inactive status.61

The commentary to the Model Rules for Lawyer Disciplinary Enforcement suggests that disposing of a grievance in this way is often in the mutual best interest of the public and disciplinary agencies. “The public is immediately protected from further misconduct by the lawyer, who otherwise might continue to practice until a formal proceeding is concluded. The agency is relieved of the time-consuming and expensive necessity of prosecuting a formal proceeding.”62 Due to these advantages, most states have adopted provisions allowing negotiated settlements between disciplinary counsel and the respondent. Though the titles of the parties differ from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, the underlying content of the process remains basically the same.

Connecticut’s approach to discipline by consent is closely aligned with the terminology of the Model Rules. According to Connecticut Practice Book § 2-82, “The disciplinary counsel shall review the complaint and the conditional admission, shall determine the sanctions to which the respondent may be subject, and shall discuss and may negotiate a disposition of the complaint with the respondent or, if the respondent is represented by an attorney, with the respondent’s attorney.”63 When this section became effective in 2004, the judicial branch of the state supported it for reasons similar to those expressed in the commentary of the Model Rules.64 The bar has warmly received structures for negotiated settlements in disciplinary cases.

However, negotiated settlements between the respondent and disciplinary counsel have disadvantages as well as advantages. According to the rules, the complainant is left out of the process entirely. In fact, the complainant is not even mentioned in most of the rules describing the process for such a settle-

57 MODEL RULES FOR LAWYER DISCIPLINARY ENFORCEMENT R. 21(A) (2002).
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62 Id. R. 21 cmt.
ment; in most cases she will not even receive notice of the grievance outcome.\textsuperscript{65} Excluding the party who initiated the complaint certainly does not help to increase public satisfaction with the grievance process. Disciplinary counsel’s experience with and exposure to a wide array of complaints may allow him to identify certain cases as particularly easy to dispose of by negotiated settlement, but the factors that lead to that conclusion are unlikely to include the feelings, suggestions, or opinions of the complainant. Negotiated settlements may thus take on a boilerplate quality, reflecting little or no attention to the individual complainants, respondents, or incidents giving rise to the violations.

Depending upon how disciplinary counsel administers the program, negotiated settlements may undermine the goals of the lawyer discipline system outlined above. Because the rules give the complainant and other stakeholders no voice in the process (in fact, less than provided at formal hearings), their perception of the fairness of the process could be further diminished. Instead of resolving the particular dispute between the complainant and the respondent, disciplinary counsel may propose, and the respondent may accept, a weak form of sanction such as a warning or reprimand. Without a transparent process to reveal the relationship between the wrong committed and the sanction imposed, if any, negotiated settlements may appear even more arbitrary and self-protective than grievance hearings do. Finally, as is true with discipline resulting from a grievance hearing, if negotiated settlements omit measures to improve the attorney’s practice or to prevent similar violations in the future, the process fails to meet its goals of consumer protection.

Much depends upon the orientation and philosophy of chief disciplinary counsel. In Connecticut, because former chief disciplinary counsel Mark Dubois was aware of these pitfalls, he used diversion programs to give complainants an enhanced role in the process:

We always include the complainant[s] in discussions about disposition. We view them as stakeholder[s]. No disposition is final until the Grievance Committee approves it after a public hearing. The complainants come to the hearing, and are given an opportunity to address the Committee. They can argue for rejection, or an alternative disposition. I always try to get them there. I think there is a salutary benefit from being given a voice. Often, they want to confront the lawyer and receive an apology. And the Committee is very solicitous of them, listens to them, and not infrequently will reject or modify a disposition to accommodate their concerns.\textsuperscript{66}

As we will discuss below, this simple modification—including the complainant in discussions about negotiated discipline—makes a world of difference. But not all states will have bar counsel as enlightened as Connecticut’s. When states adopt negotiated discipline systems, they should draft rules that require victim participation rather than leaving it to the discretion of the program administrators.


\textsuperscript{66} E-mail from Mark Dubois to Jennifer Brown, August 15, 2006 (on file with author).
2. Consumer Protection Model

The consumer protection approach to attorney discipline focuses on law as a commercial enterprise. As such, the model assumes that “consumers of legal services should be entitled to the same types of protections afforded consumers of goods and services.” This approach focuses on legitimate consumer expectations rather than lawyers’ professional norms; the prime object is to insure reasonable standards of “cost, promptness, and quality of service” rather than to “identify and weed out unethical behavior.”

Imposing discipline on offending attorneys misses the point, according to the consumer protection model: “just as jailing a criminal does absolutely nothing of consequence for a criminal’s past victims, the discipline system does nothing of consequence for a lawyer’s past victims.” The process would be radically different from current disciplinary procedures because the focus in this model is on compensating people who have been harmed and protecting the public from future harm. For example, lawyers would be removed from all regulatory panels because, from a consumer protection perspective, lawyer self-regulation is a serious conflict of interest.

According to the consumer protection model, complainants are far too marginalized in traditional grievance hearings, relegated to the role of witness only and given fewer rights and protections than the respondent. As we have already seen, disciplinary agencies often fail even to inform the complainant of important developments such as the dismissal of the complaint. To empower individuals who complain about attorney misconduct, the consumer protection model would establish a neutral, out-of-court forum where non-lawyers would control the regulatory process.

This model would require lawyers to adhere to pro-consumer laws similar to the ones that apply to other professions. For example, lawyers would be required to make disclosures to clients regarding various options available to the client, the amount of time it would take to achieve the client’s objectives, the costs associated with expected work, and the chances of success. The lawyer would give all of this information to the client in a plain-language contract. Additionally, various statutes would require lawyers to issue periodic progress reports to clients and to return phone calls within a specified time. The guiding standard for this new system would be that of the “reasonable client,” always asking, “What would the reasonable client under these circumstances have a legitimate right to expect?”
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Contract would be the fundamental theory underlying such a system: “[t]he consumer protection model would view a lawyer’s treatment of the client and the lawyer’s performance of the contract as a business transaction.”\(^{78}\) If the lawyer failed to perform his obligations under this system’s implicit contractual terms, the client would be entitled to damages to compensate for direct and consequential losses.\(^{79}\) The non-lawyer agency could also adjust fees to reflect poor service, and fines could be imposed for “relatively minor violations of consumer protection laws, especially in cases where the client has suffered aggravation rather than economic loss.”\(^{80}\) For injuries such as betrayal of trust and lack of communication, the injured client “would remain free to sue for malpractice and to try for a non-economic damage award.”\(^{81}\) Discipline would only occur for “very egregious conduct.”\(^{82}\) The focus throughout would be on the expectations of the disappointed client rather than the wrongdoing of the attorney.\(^{83}\) The central goals would be resolving the specific dispute, repairing the client’s harm, and protecting the client from future detriment stemming from the lawyer’s misconduct.

These central goals would be reflected in processes as well. As explained above, the consumer protection agency—composed of non-lawyers—could adjudicate claims to adjust fees and award damages. The agency would also allow the respondent and the complainant to mediate a solution if they so desired. If the parties could not resolve the dispute themselves, they could submit to binding arbitration using lay arbitrators.\(^{84}\) Such forms of ADR would maintain the consumer protection agency’s focus on resolving the specific dispute between lawyer and client and finding a remedy for the client. Presumably any mediation that occurred would tend to be narrow in focus and directive in style, with little attention paid to the dynamics of the attorney-client relationship. Even in mediation, far greater stress would be placed on determining the nature and extent of the client’s damage and deciding how the attorney should compensate for that harm.

To implement the consumer protection model, states would have to make enormous modifications or additions to their systems for regulating attorneys.\(^{85}\) It is not clear whether such a system would displace or supplement a traditional attorney disciplinary system. While many would view the transfer of regulatory control from attorneys to lay people as a good thing, it is important to take into account the costs of diluting self-regulation by attorneys. Because the consumer protection model would emphasize the effects rather than the underlying causes of attorney misconduct, ethical standards could actually deteriorate. So long as sloppy or neglectful lawyers were willing to pay damages and fines, they could continue to practice without any improvement. Thus, the consumer protection
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model could inadvertently favor wealthy lawyers by permitting them to practice without discipline. Indeed, some lawyers might begin to view such fines and damages as the “costs of doing business.” While the consumer protection model has some virtues in its concern for clients and the harm they suffer, it does not address the harms unethical lawyers can cause to those with whom the lawyers are not “in privity”—such as other lawyers, third parties, and court personnel. Reform of the attorney disciplinary system should take greater account of client concerns, as the consumer protection model does, but it should not abandon altogether a concern for maintaining attorneys’ high ethical standards in all of their dealings and relationships.

We see a final issue worth noting before we leave the consumer protection model: in its zeal to protect the consumer, what account does this model take of the way a client may have contributed to the lawyer’s professional failure? This is not a subject that receives much attention, but almost any practicing lawyer can tell you that some clients are more difficult than others. This difficulty could stem from a variety of forces in the client’s life: mental illness or addiction, financial distress, emotional upheaval, physical or developmental disability, or failure to cooperate and share information with the attorney. Some of what makes a particular client “difficult” may be purely a matter of personality. Our point here is that any process designed to illuminate a professional failure on the part of a lawyer might fruitfully analyze the interpersonal dynamic in which that failure occurred. Neither the consumer protection model, nor any existing reform proposal of which we are aware, explicitly builds such an inquiry into the process.

In the case of Taylor and Wilson, a consumer protection model might render some relief for the frustrated client. Taylor could be awarded damages if he could prove any actual losses (e.g., higher attorney’s fees paid to the second lawyer, made necessary by the rush to file the lawsuit within the statute of limitations). The agency would certainly adjust the fee paid to Wilson to reflect the poor service Taylor received. For Taylor’s frustration and disappointment about the shoddy way Wilson treated him, the consumer protection agency would have no remedy; a civil suit for malpractice might yield a recovery for such noneconomic damages.

\[86\] See id. at 14–16. On the other hand, as contract and tort law expand to provide relief for parties not in privity with tortfeasors and contract breakers, the consumer protection model of attorney regulation might similarly expand the reach of relief it offers.

\[87\] This could include, if the process permitted it, dynamics between the respondent lawyer and clients, third parties, opposing lawyers, supervising or subordinate lawyers within the respondent’s firm, and even the interpersonal dynamics with judges and court personnel, since it is at least possible that a judge could contribute to the situation that gives rise to an ethical violation. See infra Part II.C.

3. Diversion Programs

Diversion programs are another method for states to resolve less serious complaints of ethical violations. On the one hand, the rules allow a large body of cases to fall into this category: a complaint is deemed to allege “lesser misconduct” when, assuming the allegations against the attorney are true, the likely sanction would be less than suspension or disbarment. On the other hand, the Model Rules carve out certain categories of cases and make clear that they do not involve “lesser misconduct,” such as violations involving misappropriation of funds, deceit, or a “serious crime.” When the allegations do involve lesser misconduct, disciplinary counsel may refer the attorney to the state’s “Alternatives to Discipline Program.”

Disciplinary counsel exercises considerable discretion in deciding whether to make the referral to the “Alternatives” program. The Model Rules encourage counsel to consider aggravating and mitigating factors, whether diversion has already been tried, and the summary question of “whether participation in the program is likely to benefit the respondent and accomplish the goals set forth by the program.” If a respondent attorney is referred to the diversion program, disciplinary counsel informs the complainant of this decision. The complainant may then submit a statement if there is any new information beyond the initial complaint that might be pertinent. The respondent may decline to participate in diversion and may opt for the formal hearing, but the complainant does not have the power to prevent diversion. While it might seem strange that an attorney would turn down the chance to receive the more lenient treatment available through a diversion program, recall that when the traditional grievance system handles cases of minor misconduct, the chance of dismissal (pre- or post-investigation) is very high. An attorney might decide that the diversion program is likely to require more of him than the traditional grievance procedure once these probabilities are taken into account.

If the respondent agrees to participate in the diversion program, he negotiates a contract with disciplinary counsel setting forth the terms and conditions of the plan, which may include arbitration regarding fees or other issues, mediation, law office management assistance, lawyer assistance programs, psychological counseling, continuing legal education programs, ethics school, and
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or any other program authorized by the court." Other than submitting the supplemental statement described above, the complainant does not help to decide the alternative terms of discipline, and does not participate in these negotiations. Once the agreement is finalized, the disciplinary complaint is essentially tabled pending successful completion of the terms of the contract. Arizona has implemented a diversion program very similar to the one described in the Model Rules.

Diversion programs are often cheaper and faster than formal grievance hearings. Since the respondent must first consent to participate in the program, the respondent is likely to be agreeable and open to recommendations on how to improve his practice. An enormous benefit of such programs is that the diversion contract can be specifically tailored to the respondent’s shortcomings to help prevent similar violations in the future.

However, there are also numerous disadvantages with diversion programs. The referral is made without the complainant’s consent and does not attempt to improve the relationship between the complainant and the respondent. The complainant may never get an opportunity to tell his story and receive an apology or other desired remedy. Diversion programs often place such strong emphasis on the future—including rehabilitation of the lawyer and prevention of future misconduct—that they ignore the past and present. Thus, the particular dispute that led to the grievance complaint may never get resolved. The process is likely to increase public dissatisfaction with the legal profession because it leaves out the complainant and other stakeholders.

Additionally, diversion may not give the public adequate protection from incompetent lawyers. One important difference between formal sanctions and diversion remedies is the extent to which they become a part of the lawyer’s permanent record. Once the lawyer has successfully completed the diversion program, the charges are dismissed—and eventually expunged from the lawyer’s record altogether. If the lawyer faces a disciplinary complaint in the future, the earlier complaint handled through the diversion program cannot be used as a prior sanction in determining whether the lawyer has committed “lesser misconduct.” In contrast, grievance procedure sanctions can be an aggravating factor in future disciplinary proceedings because those sanctions remain on the lawyer’s record forever.

Granted, the discretionary factors disciplinary counsel considers when making a referral to the diversion program include “whether diversion has been tried before,” but if the record is expunged it is not clear how counsel would be...
able to determine this factor. One would hope that even if the definition of “lesser misconduct” excludes expunged offenses, that the discretionary factors would somehow permit disciplinary counsel to prevent repeat offenders from gaming the diversion program to their advantage—but the system contains no firm safeguards to ensure this. Thus, the chance to keep a clean record could motivate many lawyers of good faith to participate in the diversion program with no ill effects. But the danger seems to exist that some lawyers will use the program to screen a series of minor offenses which, taken individually, do constitute “lesser misconduct,” but when considered in the aggregate require more serious treatment by disciplinary authorities. Thus, the public may not learn about the misconduct, and because lawyers can participate in diversion more than once without receiving any sanction, the respondent may be insufficiently deterred from additional violations in the future.104

In Taylor’s case, disciplinary counsel would inform Taylor of the decision to refer the respondent Wilson to a diversion program. Taylor would likely object to the diversion since he would not be a party and would not receive an adequate resolution of his personal complaint. Nevertheless, the diversion would continue if Wilson agreed to participate. Following an assessment of Wilson’s practice and procedures, Wilson might agree to an MOU requiring him to complete a law office management course. Once the required course was completed, the complaint would be dismissed, potential clients would be unable to learn about this earlier instance of misconduct, and if Wilson faced a disciplinary grievance in the future, disciplinary counsel would be unable to consider the diverted grievance as an aggravating factor in those proceedings.

Jurisdictions also use mediation in their diversion programs.105 For example, Rule 5.10 of the Missouri Supreme Court Rules on Civil Procedure indicates that “chief disciplinary counsel may refer those complaints that it believes may be resolved through mediation rather than through formal disciplinary proceedings to The Missouri Bar Complaint Mediation Program, which shall attempt to mediate and resolve the matters raised by the complaint.”106 Although Missouri gives disciplinary counsel considerable discretion, only nonserious matters are eligible for mediation.107 If the respondent fails to cooperate, the disciplinary counsel may consider that failure to be an additional disciplinary violation.108
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At the start of the mediation sessions, the parties are informed that all of the proceedings are confidential. During the mediation, the volunteer mediator helps the parties discuss the problem and reach a resolution. If the parties reach an agreement, the panel member writes a “closing memorandum” and sends the memo to the Chief Disciplinary Counsel’s office.

Diversion programs using mediation do facilitate communication between the respondent and the complainant, and the mediation may lead to a resolution more quickly than formal disciplinary proceedings. However, the perspectives of the respondent and the complainant may be so intensely focused on their particular dispute that they miss the bigger picture. Since other stakeholders are left out of the process, two important failures may occur: first, the mediation may ignore the root cause of the problem, and second, the mediated solution may do nothing to help prevent similar violations in the future. Thus, the interests of the community and the profession in maintaining high ethical standards among attorneys could get short shrift in mediation. Additionally, cases are diverted to mediation based upon the complaint rather than a full investigation. Although the mediator may send the matter back to disciplinary counsel if discussion reveals that serious misconduct has occurred, the facilitative efforts of a neutral mediator are no substitute for investigation by disciplinary counsel, and serious misconduct may get through the disciplinary system without receiving an adequate sanction.

If the parties in Taylor’s case were referred to mediation, there would probably be few sessions. Each party would have the opportunity to explain his actions and hear the other side of the story. Since Taylor was eventually able to file his suit within the statute of limitations, Wilson and Taylor might agree to a fairly straightforward remedy: a refund of all fees paid to Wilson and a release from any fees Taylor still owed.

4. Concluding Thoughts about Attorney Discipline and Attempts to Reform It

This overview of attorney discipline has highlighted some of the primary procedures states use to address complaints about attorney misconduct. It has shown the ways in which a prosecutorial structure creates many of the same problems that plague criminal justice: an overload of cases and insufficient resources to address them; neglect of victim concerns and perspectives; and systems that seem sometimes too lenient (failing to hold guilty people accountable) and other times too harsh (incapacitating people who might be rehabilitated if sufficient time and resources were devoted to their situations).

Reformers have designed or proposed innovative approaches to attorney discipline, but their focus on one particular goal (e.g., protecting consumers, preventing backlog in grievance proceedings, or resolving complaints with dispatch) causes them to fall short of reforms that could improve the system in a more balanced, holistic way. The next section turns to our proposal for reform.
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one that implements Restorative Justice Theory and practice, and explains how this approach could dominate other proposals for reform.

II. A NEW WAY: RESTORATIVE JUSTICE THEORY

A. The Characteristics of an Ideal Attorney Disciplinary System

Before we delve into Restorative Justice Theory and the ways it gives rise to our proposal, let us pause for a moment to consider, again, the characteristics we might desire in an ideal disciplinary system. First, everyone seems to agree that disciplinary processes should protect the public by decreasing the likelihood of similar misconduct in the future. Unfortunately, as the preceding section showed, significant misconduct often slips through the system unaddressed, allowing misbehaving lawyers to get away with and even persist in their wrongdoing. Moreover, innovative programs designed to grant relief to individual complainants may do so at the expense of the profession’s ability to enforce ethical norms and hold lawyers accountable to a larger community beyond the damaged client. Thus, some of the “reforms” may actually reduce the system’s deterrent effect.

A second, oft-cited purpose of attorney discipline is to protect and uphold the fair and efficient administration of justice by holding lawyers accountable when they break the rules. Upholding the fair administration of justice is seen as a goal independent of its effect on individual clients or third parties—it is an interest of the justice system itself. When the legal profession uses attorney discipline to mark and sanction unethical attorneys, it helps to define and enforce a standard of ethicality for its own sake. Unfortunately, as we have seen, the disciplinary system’s inability to keep up with complaints filed and process them in a transparent way prevents it from setting this standard effectively. Reform programs that further privatize discipline (by, for example, allowing a volunteer mediator, complaining client, and respondent attorney to mediate a resolution) only exacerbate the system’s problems with setting standards and upholding professional values in a public way. Too much control is transferred to the hands of third parties who may not share the profession’s goals. Two-party mediation cannot advance the goals of attorney discipline because it does not include additional important stakeholders (such as representatives of the bar, family or friends of the attorney and client, or other affected members of the community). Similarly, consumer protection models place undue emphasis on compensating the client’s economic loss, with too little attention given to the larger set of societal or professional harms that may have occurred as a result of the attorney’s misconduct.

A third—and for our purposes, extremely important—goal of attorney discipline is to restore and maintain the public’s confidence in lawyers, the legal profession, and the rule of law. Under current systems, processes are confidential, victims are excluded from discussions, and large numbers of complaints go unaddressed; to make matters worse, lawyers conduct these proceedings with little involvement from lay people or the community. Members of the public feel understandable frustration and distrust when, in their absence, a lawyer who has imposed real harm on a client seems to suffer few negative conse-
quences: the case is dismissed, the lawyer receives only the gentlest reproval, or some punishment is imposed but it is cloaked in confidentiality. At its worst, attorney discipline worsens rather than improves the public view of the legal profession.

But before we swing back to highly punitive approaches, we should consider the therapeutic goal of attorney discipline. After marking a lawyer’s behavior as unethical—performing a “shaming” ritual, to borrow the rubric of John Braithwaite—attorney discipline can also claim as one of its goals the “reintegration” of the lawyer into the community of ethical lawyers. Alternative discipline programs that stress education, treatment, or therapy put into effect this set of goals. Ultimately, such an approach circles back to protection of the public; it effects general deterrence by marking those who violate the rules and specific deterrence by discouraging the respondent attorney from harming future clients, lawyers, or third parties. In standard grievance proceedings, however, discipline sometimes results in disbarment or suspension—catastrophic events in the life of a lawyer—when the victim or larger community might have preferred a more creative, less punitive remedy.

So, confidentiality protects the reputations and careers of attorneys who are wrongly accused, and the very nature of self-regulation can too often appear as self-protection to those outside its circle. But occasionally the machinery operates with finality; it ends a legal career, even though the victim might have preferred a different outcome. Is it in the nature of attorney discipline to ricochet between these most extreme results: lenient neglect or harsh punishment?

B. Balancing the Extremes

Ted Wachtel and Paul McCold have observed this pattern in social discipline and have analyzed it as an interplay of two “comprehensive continua—control and support”:

Control is defined as the act of exercising restraint or directing influence over others. Clear limit-setting and diligent enforcement of behavioural standards characterise high social control. Vague or weak behavioural standards and lax or non-existent efforts to regulate behaviour characterise low social control. Support is defined as the provision of services intended to nurture the individual. Active provision of services and assistance and concern for individual well-being characterise high support. Lack of encouragement and minimal provision for physical and emotional needs characterise low support.

Wachtel and McCold explain that social control mechanisms can range from “high” to “low” on the “control” and “support” continua, creating a two-by-two box on which systems can be placed and compared:


Wachtel and McCold note that scholars in various fields have applied this two-by-two box. Leadership effectiveness, management style, and parole officer behavior have all been viewed through this lens. John Braithwaite extends the model to an even broader set of activities, including “parenting children, teaching students, supervising employees, regulating corporations and responding to international conflicts.”

When we attempt to locate existing systems of attorney discipline on Wachtel and McCold’s support/control grid, we see that most tend to emphasize either “support” or “control.” As a result, systems end up in the southeast, southwest, and northwest quadrants, but we lack an attorney disciplinary system sufficiently focused on both “control” and “support” to fall into the northeast quadrant.
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If we try to map consumer protection models onto the “social discipline window,” we may have difficulty placing them. Consumer protection is focused on compensating disappointed consumers, not supporting or controlling lawyers. Wachtel and McCold’s matrix helps us to see how radical a reform the consumer protection model would be; it abandons the traditional goals of attorney discipline altogether. Thus we can see how it is not proposed to replace attorney discipline—only to supplement it.

Wachtel and McCold’s matrix may also help us tease out the qualities that we wish to maximize in ongoing attempts to reform attorney discipline. Attorney discipline is a regulatory system that must balance control with support. Discipline exerts control when it asserts professional values and holds accountable the lawyers who fail to honor those values. Discipline offers support when it assists failing lawyers to correct their errors, improve their practice, and come into compliance with professional norms. Control is expressed in the promulgation and enforcement of the rules of professional conduct, the clear articulation of conclusions that particular behavior complies with or runs afoul of those rules, and punishment for violators. Support—interestingly enough—is also expressed in the promulgation and enforcement of the rules of professional conduct, as the rules help to educate lawyers and nurture their professionalism. Attorney discipline additionally gives lawyers support in continuing legal education, assistance programs for lawyers struggling with substance abuse or gambling addictions, help with law office management, “hot line” programs that give lawyers quick answers to ethical dilemmas, and some disciplinary proceedings. In these ways, Wachtel and McCold’s matrix helps us see that control and support are both essential goods in attorney discipline. We should be working to find the optimal value of both. We will argue that Restorative Justice Theory and practice can point toward models that achieve this.

120 Namely disciplinary proceedings that result in a requirement that the respondent lawyer seek treatment for addiction or mental illness.
C. Reconsidering the Characteristics of an Ideal Attorney Disciplinary System

We believe that attempts to reform attorney discipline would be more successful if they would consider three criteria that have been missing from accounts to date. First, we should ask more pointedly what complainants want out of the disciplinary process. Second, we should see ethicality not only as a characteristic of the regulated individual, but of the system as a whole. And third, we should consider how the attorney disciplinary system itself sets an example for the attorneys it regulates; we should design attorney disciplinary processes to treat participants the way we want attorneys to treat their clients: with respect, and in a manner that facilitates collaboration and problem solving. We’ll discuss each of these criteria in turn.

1. What Complainants Want

Actually, we know very little about public preferences regarding attorney discipline. Public opinion polling tells us something about perceived failures of the system, but fails to solicit suggestions about what should replace it. Several states have begun to survey complainants after the disciplinary process is complete. Wisconsin sends quarterly surveys to participants in the disciplinary system (complainants as well as respondents) to track their satisfaction with the process and its outcome.121 In most states, complainants do not complete satisfaction surveys, so we lose opportunities to ask people about their experiences with the attorney disciplinary system.

The Office of the Chief Disciplinary Counsel in Texas surveys all complainants and asks: “Do you have any suggestions for improving the grievance system?”122 In Vermont, complainants are asked to complete a questionnaire following Assistance ADR Hearings. The questionnaire concludes by soliciting “any recommendations from you about what would have been helpful to you before, during or after” the hearing.123

We might also glean some knowledge from surveys conducted in other fields. Because the role of complainants in discipline is so similar to the role of victims in criminal prosecutions, research into the attitudes of crime victims may yield some interesting and important lessons about discipline complainants. Crime victims seem to find several important features lacking in the criminal justice system, including “a legitimate role in the processing of their cases beyond that of witness for the prosecution” and “recognition of the emotional, as well as material, harm they have experienced.”124

One of the central findings of research on crime victims is that “emotional and relational forms of reparation seem to be more important to most victims

121 See email from Keith Sellen to Mark Dubois, August 21, 2006 (on file with author).
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than material reparation.”¹²⁵ This finding has dramatic repercussions for attorney discipline. Standard grievance procedures give no attention to complainants’ potential interest in emotional or relational reparation. Instead, the emphasis in discipline, as in most criminal procedures, is entirely on the guilt of and the appropriate punishment for the offender.

2. Professionally Responsible Systems

Attorney discipline constructs professional responsibility as an attribute of individual lawyers. Individuals behave ethically or not, and the system responds to the failures of individuals. Another, complementary way of conceptualizing professional responsibility is to see it as an aggregate quality, something the profession has as a body and demonstrates in its actions, including its regulatory procedures. This view requires the system to possess and live out the same values it demands of the individuals it regulates. Scott Burris and Clifford Shearing have applied this philosophy to public health systems, observing the ways that the regulatory and social service system may itself exhibit symptoms of illness.¹²⁶

In the case of attorney discipline, “sickness” translates to professional failure in the form of unethical or incompetent lawyering. Just as we look for the markers of illness in the system as a whole, to see where it is failing the individuals within it, so too we might look to the ethical failings of attorney regulatory systems, and attorney discipline specifically, to see where it fails to live up to the standards it sets.

Others have discussed at length the ethical soft spots in attorney regulation and discipline. Criticism focuses on the conflict of interest inherent in self-regulation. Some argue that the very standards we set as a profession are self-serving, designed more for our own convenience and profit than for the service of the public. With respect to the standards contained in the model rules of professional responsibility, this seems to be a weak argument. Many of the rules can be seen as profit-restraining rather than profit-maximizing.¹²⁷ Although duties of confidentiality and zealous advocacy may appear to serve lawyers and some clients at the expense of opposing parties and the public, such rules contain important exceptions that reflect significant regard for the public interest and require lawyers to exercise responsibility toward those additional interests, even if it means that they must displease a client.

We can see more strength in the argument that lawyers’ self-regulation creates a conflict of interest if we shift our discussion from substantive ethics standards to the way we enforce them. ABA Model Rule 8.3 imposes upon lawyers a duty to report misconduct if they know another lawyer has violated
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the rules. This is a sensible rule, since many violations will be visible only to lawyers working closely with, or in opposition to, the misbehaving lawyer. In addition, since many rules violations will be somewhat technical in nature and difficult for lay people to detect, it makes sense to impose upon lawyers the duty to police each other; we have the best access to the information, and we have the greatest ability to process that information to determine whether, on the face of it, a violation appears to have occurred.

But in reality, lawyers are very reluctant to report each other’s misconduct. The most important reason is that lawyers in many specialties and geographic locations operate within a fairly tight network. A sense of community and interdependence develops among attorneys who interact frequently. A lawyer who reports another’s misconduct may be seen as defecting from the system of mutual cooperation that prevails in many places and fields of practice. Such a lawyer may fear that other lawyers will not want to cooperate with him once he becomes known as a “rat.” A slightly more sinister way of putting this point is that a lawyer may expect that someday he might need another lawyer to look the other way when a minor violation occurs; this is an example of the “you scratch my back, I’ll scratch yours” mode of practice.

Given these realities, there is good reason to doubt that rigorous policing and self-regulation can occur within the legal profession. But it is also true that outside regulators would probably have even less success in detecting and processing the violations that do occur, because they would not be present to observe much of lawyers’ behavior. These empirical questions are important but not dispositive for our purposes. It is enough to note that the structure of attorney discipline as a closed system in which lawyers judge fellow lawyers with little or no input from the lay public, may undermine the system’s moral authority. Just as the ABA Model Rules used to suggest that lawyers ask themselves what a “disinterested lawyer” would do when faced with a potential conflict of interest,128 so too the profession as a whole might benefit from the views of parties and entities with differing perspectives to deal with the potential conflict of interest inherent in self-regulation.

Our point here is that “being ethical” is a task not just for individual lawyers in their dealings with clients, courts, and third parties, but for the profession as an entity in its dealings with the public. The next section asks what specific qualities we might look for in attorney discipline once we construct ethicality as an attribute of an effective system.

3. Using the Attorney Disciplinary Process to Model Good Lawyering

What if we thought about attorney discipline not just as a quality control mechanism, but also as a teaching tool? We might look at attorney discipline as an opportunity to model, for both the lawyers it regulates and the public it serves, the kind of professional and procedural values it wants to nurture.

Two such professional values the disciplinary process could teach have to do with the dynamics of attorney client relationships. Model Rules 1.2 and 1.4 give lawyers some guidance about how the attorney/client team should make decisions about the representation, with clients deciding the “objectives” of

representation and lawyers consulting with clients about “means” to be used to achieve those ends.\textsuperscript{129} This sort of consultation and decision-making requires various skills and activities on the part of the lawyer and the client. They must share information—the client must share information about the facts underlying the legal problem, about her preferences in resolving the problem, and about the consequences she sees flowing from the problem and its resolution. The lawyer must share information about the law, how it might apply to the facts, and what the legal implications of certain decisions might be. Model Rule 1.4 says that lawyers must communicate with a client, giving the client information the client needs to make decisions.\textsuperscript{130}

The theme that runs through Rules 1.2 and 1.4 is one that emphasizes effective communication and shared deliberation between client and lawyer. According to this philosophy of lawyering, when attorneys and clients work together as a team, the attorney can more effectively achieve the client’s goals and help the client understand when some goals are not achievable or ultimately desirable. This is also consistent with the profession’s interest in “problem solving” lawyering.

Confidentiality deserves some attention as a professional value, both at the level of the individual attorney-client relationship and with respect to the system as a whole. Within the attorney-client relationship, confidentiality is of course a bedrock principle, part of the oath most lawyers take upon joining the profession, and the foundation upon which many rules of professional responsibility are built.\textsuperscript{131} Attorney-client confidentiality makes it more difficult for third parties to learn certain facts, as they must develop and investigate the information independent of the attorney who possesses it.\textsuperscript{132} At its worst, attorney-client confidentiality can facilitate client wrongdoing by preventing the only person who knows about it—the lawyer—from disclosing what she knows. However, the fact that exceptions have developed to permit and in some cases require attorney disclosure of client misconduct reveals the truth about confidentiality: it is not absolute. Sometimes other values—such as the integrity of judicial processes, public safety, and even economic interests—can trump the client’s claim to confidentiality.\textsuperscript{133}

When confidentiality is applied to the attorney disciplinary system, we see that it has some salutary effects. Confidentiality can encourage lawyers who are in trouble to seek help for addiction, mental illness, or financial disorder. Con-

\textsuperscript{129} \textit{Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct} R. 1.2, 1.4 (2009).

\textsuperscript{130} \textit{Id.} at R. 1.4.

\textsuperscript{131} Besides \textit{Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct} R. 1.6 (Confidentiality of Information), many additional rules refer back to and fold in assumptions regarding lawyer/client confidentiality. These include rules regarding conflicts of interest, candor to the tribunal, communications with represented parties, and representation of an organization, to name but a few. \textit{Id.} at R.1.7–1.9, 3.3, 3.4, & 4.2.

\textsuperscript{132} So, for example, rather than deposing an opponent’s lawyer or serving a subpoena on an attorney that demands the client’s documents, a litigant must take depositions from fact witnesses and request non-privileged documents from the opponent and third parties.

\textsuperscript{133} See \textit{id.} R. 1.6 (b)(1) (disclosure to prevent serious bodily harm or death); \textit{id.} R. 1.6 (b)(5) (disclosure in a controversy between lawyer and client or in lawyer’s defense against allegations of misconduct); \textit{id.} R. 3.3 (duty of candor to court may require disclosure of client confidence).
Confidentiality can also create greater incentives for other attorneys to report misconduct when they see it, knowing that if the matter will be handled with discretion, they can avoid a reputation as a “rat.” For lawyers whose mistakes were minor and unintentional, confidentiality can allow them to learn from the disciplinary process without undue reputational harm. Confidentiality is most important for the lawyers who are wrongly accused of misconduct. It allows them to explain to disciplinary authorities (and, through the authorities, to a displeased client or third party) that their conduct was ethical even if it carried some unfortunate consequences for the complainant.

Just as confidentiality is not an unalloyed good in attorney-client relationships, it can also impose some costs in attorney disciplinary processes. We have already seen the way confidentiality can make it difficult for consumers to guard against dishonest and incompetent lawyers. Because confidentiality can allow such lawyers to continue to practice, it both makes future clients more vulnerable and reduces the specific and general deterrent effects of the disciplinary system.

A final downside of confidentiality is less tangible but equally important: proceedings that are cloaked in secrecy can undermine the open administration of civil society and its institutions. If we are to know that our courts and their officers—licensed attorneys—are operating with integrity, we need to know how the remedial quality control mechanisms are working. When HALT and other consumer advocates note the public distrust of lawyers that can grow out of public dissatisfaction with attorney discipline, they are also signaling a breakdown in people’s faith in a crucial part of their government—the courts. The more open and transparent the process, the greater trust members of the public can have in attorney discipline—and this is true even if the process does not operate flawlessly.

We should also note the way confidentiality can impose a kind of social control through stigma and the creation of guilty secrets. In the case of attorney discipline, professional error is treated as a shameful secret rather than a fact of practicing law. This is not to say that we should strive for desensitization through greater exposure of the misconduct, but that more open, democratic discussion of the behavior may help to clarify the many factors that caused it. And with greater understanding of those causes, we could more effectively prevent it in the future. The thesis of this Article is that Restorative Justice Theory provides a framework for designing attorney disciplinary processes that would achieve several goals of reform: giving complainants the experiences they seek, such as emotional engagement and an opportunity to discuss financial or other reparations, holding lawyers accountable for the harm caused by their dishonesty or incompetence, helping complainants to understand when negative outcomes are not the result of professional failure on the attorney’s part, and encouraging a sense of collaboration with the public. To show how restorative justice offers these benefits, we begin with a brief overview of the field in the next section and then apply the theory to attorney disciplinary processes in the section that follows.
D. Restorative Justice: The Record So Far

The theory of Restorative Justice has been described many times by many scholars and practitioners. According to Howard Zehr, a long-time leader in the restorative justice movement, the core principles, inquiries, and concepts of restorative justice all come in related sets of three.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core Principles of Restorative Justice</th>
<th>Questions for Restorative Processes to Address</th>
<th>Key Concepts in Restorative Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crime [ethical violation] is a violation of people and of interpersonal relationships</td>
<td>Who has been hurt?</td>
<td>Concern for victims and their needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violations create obligations</td>
<td>What are their needs?</td>
<td>Accountability for offenders, encouraging them to 1) understand the nature and consequences of the harm they’ve caused and 2) take responsibility for making things right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The central obligation is to put right the wrongs</td>
<td>Whose obligations are these?</td>
<td>Participation by victims, offenders and communities of care that enables all of them to get information about what happened and then make decisions about how to handle it</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the theory finds its origins in thinking about criminal justice, it is usually described in terms specific to that area, as one of its founders, Mark Umbreit, does here: “Restorative Justice is a victim-centered response to crime that gives the individuals most directly affected by a criminal act—the victim, the offender, their families, and representatives of the community—the opportunity to be directly involved in responding to the harm caused by crime.”

Eric Luna summarized the underlying assumptions that drive this effort to involve victims, offenders, and community members in an introduction to a symposium on the topic:

Substantive restorativism contends that crime is not just an act against the state but against particular victims and the community in general, and for this reason, affected individuals, family members, and supporters are considered central to crime control and appropriate resolutions. Restorative justice thus seeks the active participation of these stakeholders to address the causes and consequences of crime.
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Because the focus of restorative justice is understanding the cause of crime and helping to repair the victim, restorative practices emphasize “making amends for the offending, particularly the harm caused to the victim, rather than inflicting pain upon the offender.”\textsuperscript{141} This is not to say that the offender is ignored in these processes. Restorative practices seek to hold offenders accountable for the harm they have caused; “[a]ccountability is demonstrated by recognizing the wrongfulness of one’s conduct, expressing remorse for the resulting injury, and taking steps to repair any damage.”\textsuperscript{142}

The “restoration” in Restorative Justice is threefold. First and perhaps foremost, the process will pay attention to the victims of crime, and attempt to restore them to the state of security and wholeness they had before the crime occurred. Heather Strang and Lawrence Sherman have presented data that show when victims participate in restorative justice processes they feel more safe and less anxious or fearful moving forward.\textsuperscript{143} Second, discussion may focus on restoring the relationship between the victim and the offender—understanding the way the offender’s wrongdoing has damaged the relationship and determining the steps necessary to repair the damage. Apology is often a part of restorative processes.\textsuperscript{144} In a third sense, restoration will include a larger circle of relationships, including the offender’s place in the wider community. As Steven Garvey explains, the offender has disrupted the essential equality between himself and the victim, and has attempted to somehow make the victim subordinate to the offender or the offender’s own wishes. Restorative Justice seeks to reset the balance:

The real goal of restorative justice is to achieve \textit{reconciliation} between the offender and the victim. The agreement into which the offender enters is only part of the means to that greater end. Because reconciliation is its goal, restorative justice implicitly recognizes that crime does more than cause harm: it damages the trust and equality that ideally define the relationship existing among all citizens of a genuine political community. The offender’s crime breached that trust and denied that equality. The repair of that relationship is thus the real goal of restorative justice practices. When that goal is reached, we say that the offender and the victim have reconciled. They have, in other words, achieved atonement; they are, once again, at one.\textsuperscript{145}

Thus, while restorative processes are quite clear about the wrongfulness of the offender’s conduct, the focus may be more upon the reasons for the rules that the offender has broken; understanding those reasons helps to clarify the nature of the harm that stems from their violation. To return to the control-support matrix of Wachtel and McCold, “[r]estorative approaches simultaneously exercise high control and high support, confronting and disapproving of the wrong-doing while supporting and acknowledging the intrinsic worth of the wrongdoer.”\textsuperscript{146}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[141] Id.
\item[142] Id.
\item[143] Strang & Sherman, supra note 49, at 25–40.
\item[144] Id. at 39–40.
\item[146] Wachtel & McCold, supra note 112, at 121.
\end{footnotes}
In summary, then, we can understand the theory of Restorative Justice best by reviewing the ideal characteristics and tasks of restorative processes. In general, as Zehr and Mika enumerate, processes which work toward restorative justice:

- **focus on the harms of wrongdoing** more than the rules that have been broken;
- **show equal concern and commitment to victims and offenders**, involving both in the process of justice;
- work toward the **restoration of victims**, empowering them and responding to their needs as they see them;
- **support offenders** while encouraging them to understand, accept and carry out their obligations;
- recognize that while obligations may be difficult for offenders, they should **not be intended as harms** and they must be **achievable**;
- provide opportunities for dialogue, direct or indirect, between victims and offenders as appropriate;
- involve and **empower the affected community** through the justice process, and increase its capacity to recognize and respond to community bases of crime;
- encourage **collaboration and reintegration** rather than coercion and isolation;
- give attention to the **unintended consequences** of our actions and programs; and
- **show respect** to all parties, including victims, offenders and justice colleagues.147

1. **History**

Many scholars contend that restorative justice has its roots in ancient Arab, Greek, and Roman traditions; Buddhist, Taoist, and Confucian philosophies; and processes used by indigenous communities in pre-state and early state societies.148 John Braithwaite even suggests that “[r]estorative justice has been the dominant model of criminal justice throughout most of human history for perhaps all the world’s peoples.”149 Braithwaite’s dramatic claim may be difficult to reconcile with the retributive traditions that some pre-modern societies followed, imposing punishments such as beatings, temporary or permanent exile, or separation from the community.150 In general, however, many scholars contend that restorative justice principles dominated as the model form of justice during the early period of history, even though competing practices existed.

As the modern state evolved, the victim-centered criminal justice approach was displaced by a state-centered system of punishment. This transition has been linked with the Norman Conquest of areas of Europe, where crime was transformed “into a matter of fealty to and felony against the king, instead of a wrong done to another person.”151 The state-centered criminal justice system focused on legal guilt, determining blameworthiness, and deciding an appropri-
ate degree of punishment for the offender. As this ideological framework developed and transitioned in state societies, certain positive aspects resulted, such as the reduction of punishment disparities between similar offenders. However, the main tradeoff was the lost focus on victim restitution and community control.

To address shortcomings in the state-centered system, renewed interest in restorative justice principles began to grow in the 1970s. Around this time, scholars began to study indigenous peoples of the Americas, Africa, Asia, and the Pacific who had retained their restorative traditions in areas without central state power. At the same time, some of these indigenous groups in North America, Australia, and New Zealand began to reassert their own customary laws and practices in response to foreign punitive systems imposed upon them. For example, the Navajo Nation in the United States began to revive Navajo common law based upon old customs and traditions that focused on peacemaking. “Navajo methods seek to educate offenders about the nature of their behaviours, how they impact on others, and to help people identify their place in the community and reintegrate into community roles.” These methods work toward the restorative goal of seeking to achieve reconciliation between victims, offenders, and the community.

In Australia, the Aboriginal community became influential in establishing indigenous courts and indigenous healing lodges as alternatives to prison. In an indigenous court, Aboriginal elders or community members participate in the court process with a magistrate. Sitting on the bench together, they address the offender, express the views of the community, and advise the magistrate of cultural issues. This process establishes and maintains respect for the elders’ authority in the Aboriginal community and allows the elders to strike the balance between condemning the offending behavior and supporting the offender’s potential to be reconnected with the local community. According to a magistrate at the Brisbane Children’s Court, “I can say that since the Youth Murri Court has been held that there has been a reduction in the number of serious offences committed by young Indigenous persons.” He attributes at least a part of this reduction in offenses to the community’s work in sanctioning and reaccepting the offender.

In 1989, facing criticism from the indigenous Maori population, New Zealand revolutionized its juvenile justice system. Because juvenile offenders were often institutionalized in a custodial setting away from their families without any input from community members, “the Maori community expressed
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concerns that the existing approach was wholly foreign to its traditional values and destructive of kinship networks essential to its culture.\textsuperscript{162} The Children, Young Persons and Their Families Act of 1989 was therefore passed with a new emphasis on family group conferences to administer juvenile justice.\textsuperscript{163}

In 1992, Canada changed its sentencing process in response to an opinion from the Supreme Court of the Yukon in \textit{R. v. Moses}, which favorably cited and relied on Aboriginal principles.\textsuperscript{164} This opinion led to the use of sentencing circles.\textsuperscript{165} Framing a criminal offense as a breach of relationships with the victim and the community at large, sentencing circles gave the community a role in addressing the causes of the crime and in healing the breach.\textsuperscript{166} As more and more restorative practices have reemerged in indigenous justice systems, the appeal of these practices has become apparent and their transplantability has been tested. Thus, restorative practices have begun to blossom in a variety of contexts.

Schools, for example, provide particularly fertile ground for restorative justice principles. Introducing children to restorative justice at a young age can help to foster restorative approaches in the broader context of general social control.\textsuperscript{167} The applications in this arena are nearly endless due to the variety of situations and conflicts that develop daily in school systems. Restorative processes have been implemented to deal with bullying, drugs, property theft, bomb threats, and disrespectful behavior—all to repair the harm that has been done to an individual and to the school community.\textsuperscript{168} Some schools have even taken the additional step of using restorative practices to be proactive in an effort to build and strengthen social and emotional bonds within the school community. These efforts help to improve students’ problem-solving skills by strengthening their ability to assess emotions and interpret relationships.\textsuperscript{169}

As corporate crime researchers took notice of the broad applicability of restorative justice processes, they began to inquire about its potential application to corporate criminal law. Some scholars, such as John Braithwaite, argue that a restorative approach is effective for such situations, as long as credible punishment remains as a viable back up.\textsuperscript{170} A successful example of restorative justice processes applied in the corporate context occurred in the early 1990s in Australia.\textsuperscript{171} At that time, a widespread insurance scam had come to light in

\textsuperscript{163} \textit{Id.} at 295–96; see infra Part II.D for a detailed discussion of family group conferences.
\textsuperscript{164} Cunneen, supra note 148, at 124.
\textsuperscript{165} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{166} The judge retains the discretion to accept or reject the recommendations of the sentencing circle, and the resulting sentences are subject to appellate review. \textit{Id. See infra} Part II.D for a detailed discussion of sentencing circles.
\textsuperscript{168} Brenda Morrison, \textit{Schools and Restorative Justice, in Handbook of Restorative Justice, supra note 148, at 325, 326.}
\textsuperscript{169} \textit{Id.} at 327.
\textsuperscript{170} See generally \textit{Braithwaite, supra} note 119 (describing the pyramid of responsive regulation, which provides increasingly coercive and/or formal processes to deal with misconduct if initial, informal processes are unsuccessful).
\textsuperscript{171} \textit{Id.} at 22–24.
which several insurance companies had made serious misrepresentations to consumers and were charging for completely useless insurance policies.\textsuperscript{172}

In large part, the insurance companies had preyed on uneducated members of remote Aboriginal communities.\textsuperscript{173} High ranking officials in the insurance companies attended numerous meetings with victims, Aboriginal community council members, and regulators.\textsuperscript{174} After these meetings, one company voluntarily compensated two-thousand victims and established a consumer education fund for the Aboriginal community.\textsuperscript{175} The company conducted a large-scale internal investigation, dismissed numerous agents who had acted improperly, and implemented new compliance policies.\textsuperscript{176} If the matter had been prosecuted in court, Braithwaite points out:

\begin{quote}
[\textit{a}t] best the company would have been fined a fraction of what it actually paid out, and there would have been a handful of follow-up civil claims by victims. At worst, illiterate Aboriginal witnesses would have been humiliated and discredited by uptown lawyers, the case lost, and no further ones taken.\textsuperscript{177}
\end{quote}

In the regulatory context government agencies are increasingly adopting restorative justice principles. Agencies are employing a dynamic model in which the agency will first initiate a dialogue with the regulated entity in an attempt to elicit reform and reparation for harm resulting from a regulatory violation. If the dialogue is unsuccessful, the agency will escalate its response to become more demanding and punitive.\textsuperscript{178} The idea is to begin with more collaborative, informal, and less costly options and to resort to more punitive approaches only when necessary.\textsuperscript{179}

This approach has been studied in the context of nursing home regulation.\textsuperscript{180} For a short period, Australia switched from a criminal enforcement model to a restorative justice model for nursing home regulation.\textsuperscript{181} Members of the nursing home industry, consumer groups, unions, and aged care interests met and developed thirty-one outcome standards for nursing homes.\textsuperscript{182} During inspections, inspectors took the traditional steps of auditing plans and records, but they also spoke with residents and employees about their experiences and about how the quality of care could be improved.\textsuperscript{183} After the inspections, conferences were held to discuss each nursing home’s compliance with the outcome standards.\textsuperscript{184} These conferences included inspectors and management officials, as well as employees, residents, and residents’ family members.\textsuperscript{185} At the end of such conferences, the parties agreed to action plans that would
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improve the residents’ quality of care. Over a two-year period, researchers found that compliance improved the most when inspectors used praise for improvements that were achieved, and followed “shaming” of violators with “reintegration.”

Therefore a rich history underlies restorative justice theory and practice. Restorative justice has grown from a belief that subgroups, smaller institutions, and communities within a larger governmental system can often make decisions about wrongdoing and its consequences more effectively than would larger bureaucracies or the court system in the ordinary process of prosecution and adjudication. Restorative justice makes this claim even in contexts where many of the stakeholders lack experience, substantive expertise in criminal law, or any prior, demonstrated inclination to be involved in deliberations and decision-making about crime. Notwithstanding the absence of preexisting regulatory commitments by these stakeholders, restorative justice theory and practice seeks to activate an innate sense of fairness in participants, so that through their discussions the right course of action will emerge that helps to repair the harm that has been done.

2. Processes

In juvenile justice, school discipline, and corporate and regulatory enforcement, several similar processes are often used to implement the restorative justice values discussed above. To provide further clarification about the actual mechanics of restorative justice processes, this section will describe in greater detail the characteristics of the most commonly used methods: victim offender mediation, circle processes, and family and community conferencing.

a. Victim Offender Dialogue

Beginning in the 1970s, victim offender mediation (“VOM”) was perhaps the first restorative process to find widespread adoption in western, industrialized cultures. As the name implies, the parties to these mediations are quite limited; the typical participants are the victim, the offender, and a mediator. Usually, the mediator will first work with the victim and the offender in separate sessions to explain the process and to make sure each party is willing and able to proceed. Then the mediator meets with both parties together and guides the discussion. The mediator plays a very active role in managing the dialogue and in ensuring that each party respects the other’s turn to speak. The victim has the opportunity to gather information and to receive answers to questions such as why the offense happened. The victim also has the opportu-
nity to express his side of the story, to explain how he was affected by the incident, and to describe what he seeks as restitution or vindication. The offender, on the other hand, is confronted with a situation that encourages him to listen to the victim and to understand the harm he has caused. In this environment, the offender has the opportunity to empathize with the victim and to accept responsibility for his actions.

In some situations, the parties may prefer indirect VOM where the victim and the offender do not actually meet in person but instead communicate back and forth through the mediator. To facilitate discussions in this approach, the mediator may rely on audio-recordings, videotapes, and letters. This model may be particularly useful when there is a power imbalance between the parties and communication may be too intense for one party if attempted on a direct basis. At the end of victim offender mediation, if the offense did not involve severe violence, the victim and the offender may sign a restitution agreement. If the offense did involve severe violence, an agreement may not be appropriate and the parties may simply benefit from the cathartic experience with expressions of apology and encouragement for the future.

Perhaps because VOM was the first restorative justice practice to be incorporated into a modern, western criminal justice system, VOM has been criticized for focusing unduly upon the offender. Although this critique remains relevant today, programs have made ongoing commitments to ensure the process is more sensitive to victim participants. Pursuant to these commitments, some programs have abandoned the “mediation” label altogether, opting instead to refer to the process as “dialogue.” Victim offender dialogue programs reject the assumption inherent in mediation that the parties share equal status, and thus seek specifically to empower and heal victims of crime.

b. Sentencing Circles

In sentencing circles, a facilitator convenes a group of people to develop and recommend an appropriate sentencing plan for the offender. This group can include the victim and his family and supporters, the offender and his family and supporters, other community members, and justice system representatives such as a prosecutor, defense counsel, or judge. This process is rarely used for first time offenders and relatively “minor” criminal activities because sentencing circles require a substantial investment of time and effort from numerous
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parties in the community. 198 “Key factors in determining whether a case is appropriate for the circle process include the offender’s character and personality, sincerity, and connection to the community; the victim’s input; and the dedication of the offender’s and victim’s support groups.”199 The sentencing circle relies on a very structured process to make each participant feel comfortable and engaged. To begin with, chairs for all participants are arranged in a circle without any table to act as a barrier between the parties.200 The process then relies on ceremony, guidelines, a talking piece, a facilitator, and consensus decision-making.201

Once the participants are seated, the facilitator performs an opening ceremony to explain the purpose of the gathering and to encourage the participants to be open and willing to engage with others. The ceremony encourages everyone to be respectful and positive and to focus on core values. Some of the main goals of circle sentencing include:

■ “Empowering victims, community members, families, and offenders by giving them a voice and a shared responsibility in finding constructive resolutions.

■ Addressing the underlying causes of criminal behavior.

■ Building a sense of community and its capacity for resolving conflict.

■ Promoting and sharing community values.”202

The entire circle establishes guidelines that will govern the process. The participants may have been encouraged to think about proposed guidelines before the circle process began, but the guidelines are not adopted until the circle acts by consensus.203 The guidelines establish clear expectations for all involved and almost always include provisions about being respectful and listening while others are talking.204

The participants are then introduced to the talking piece—an object passed around in one direction to each participant.205 When an individual holds the talking piece, he or she is exclusively entitled to speak while all others are expected to actively listen. This allows people to be more open and receptive to the comments of others since they are not thinking ahead and formulating their own comment until the talking piece circles back to them.206 This also promotes harmony in the circle: no individual can dominate the discussion and there is no opening for two people to monopolize discussion time with bickering back and forth.

During the process, the facilitator quietly sets the tone for the circle. His opening ceremony establishes the circle as a respectful place where all are allowed to contribute without mockery or embarrassment. Because the guidelines and the talking piece largely work on their own, the facilitator usually
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205 Raye & Roberts, supra note 161, at 215.
206 Pranis, supra note 200, at 35.
does not have to actively monitor the dialogue. If, however, any problem arises, the facilitator may speak without the talking piece and may take appropriate actions to remind the circle of the guidelines they adopted through the consensus vote. At all times, the facilitator remains a participant in the process and may contribute to the discussion and resolution of the problem.

The group works toward a consensus resolution after all participants feel that they have fully expressed their thoughts and concerns. Such a resolution usually cannot incorporate every aspect of the discussion, but by paying close attention to everyone’s interests, the circle can usually reach an outcome that all are willing to accept and help implement. Because everyone contributes to the decision process, the circle participants usually feel invested in the resolution and are willing to aid in bringing it to successful fruition. The role of the circle participants is therefore “that of judge, jury, and probation officer as well, since the groups for both offenders and victims also monitor offenders and act as victim advocates to ensure that agreements made within the circle are carried out.” Of course, if the circle does not reach a consensus agreement, the process can usually default to the traditional system used for resolution. Even if that occurs, the traditional system is aided by the increase in information and the action of all participants.

Circle processes have extensive value beyond the sentencing context. For example, circles can be formed to provide ongoing support for a victim or an offender, to resolve community problems, and to address numerous issues in the educational environment. Circle processes can be particularly useful for classrooms at the beginning of the school year to foster community and understanding and to prevent future dissent and bullying. If the children sit in a circle and follow circle processes, they have the opportunity to learn each other’s names and to realize what they share in common. The talking piece ensures that even shy, reserved students have the opportunity to speak in a respectful environment. By encouraging students to take turns, speak out, and be attentive to others, bullying can often be prevented or more easily addressed if it does occur.

c. Family and Community Conferencing

Family group conferencing ("FGC") incorporates family and community members in the process of addressing wrongdoing. Public officials or social justice workers are responsible for consulting the relevant stakeholders to determine if and when a family group conference should be held and who should be invited to attend. The public official or the social justice worker then acts as a facilitator throughout the course of the conference. The facilitator may not maintain the same level of impartiality that characterizes a mediator; when the facilitator is a public official, he may more explicitly bring his own agenda to
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the meeting. In some situations and in some programs, the facilitator may even have a formal script to follow.

Family group conferencing has several advantages over mediation. First, conferencing involves more community members in the meeting to discuss the offense, its effects, and how to remedy the harm; it thus contributes to the empowerment and healing of the overall community. Second, conferencing acknowledges a wider range of people as being affected by the offense and explores the impact on those people: the primary victim, people connected to the victim, the offender’s family members, others connected to the offender, and community members who may have witnessed the crime or dealt with its effects. And third, conferencing allows a wider range of participants to be involved in assisting with the reintegration of the offender into the community and the healing of the victim.

During the conference, the victim has the opportunity to explain his feelings and the consequences of the offender’s actions. The offender has the opportunity to take responsibility and even apologize for his behavior, and other stakeholders also have the opportunity to participate. This environment often supports and encourages genuine remorse on behalf of the offender. “The presence of the victim and his articulation of the harm he has suffered frustrate an offender’s attempt to neutralize the offense.” And the presence of the offender’s family, “their personal condemnation of the offense, and the visible signs of anguish felt by family members confronted by the harm caused by their own kin all provide exceptionally powerful signals to the [offender] on the wrongfulness of his conduct.” In the end, the participants are expected to come to an agreement about what is to be done: this could include restitution or other reparation for the victim, therapy or other rehabilitative work for the offender. The ultimate success of the agreement often depends on the facilitator’s follow-up, “ensuring that the agreed restitution is being made, that the necessary services are provided the [offender], and that all other details in the plan are being met.” The only restriction on family group conferences “is the public’s willingness to finance both the conferencing process and the accompanying social services” that result.
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3. Effectiveness of Restorative Justice Processes

A growing number of empirical studies have evaluated the effectiveness of restorative justice processes in general. Almost every study concludes that restorative justice processes satisfy victims, offenders, and communities more than the traditional criminal justice system.223 In addition, restorative justice processes can have advantageous side benefits, such as reducing the rate of reoffending.224 The results are therefore encouraging when a matter proceeds through a restorative justice process. For example, Lily Trimboli’s evaluation of the NSW Youth Justice Conferencing Scheme concludes that victims report very high levels of satisfaction about being kept informed, having the opportunity to express their thoughts and opinions, and having a role in deciding how a matter should be resolved.225 Obviously this study is encouraging for the prospect of restorative justice in attorney discipline cases since a few critical problem areas that we have identified relate to victim dissatisfaction from being uninformed and left out of the process.

Interestingly, regardless of whether cases are randomly referred to restorative justice conferences or whether participants elect restorative justice conferences, evaluations indicate that victims in both groups are often still more satisfied than those whose cases proceed to court. For example, the Reintegrative Shaming Experiments (“RISE”) conducted in Canberra, Australia from 1995-2000, took juveniles who had committed personal property crimes and offenders up to the age of twenty-nine who had committed middle-range violent crimes and randomly assigned them either to court or a restorative justice conference.226 The outcomes in the two groups were dramatically different. While eighty-six percent of victims in restorative justice conferences received apologies from their offenders, only sixteen percent of victims in court received apologies.227 Ninety-two percent of the victims who took part in conferences said that “all sides got a fair chance to bring out the facts.”228 Interestingly, contrary to the concerns that have been expressed about the effects of gender in less formal processes,229 there were no differences in the responses of male and female victims who took part in conferences, “including victims of violent

223 Hennessey Hayes, Reoffending and Restorative Justice, in HANDBOOK OF RESTORATIVE JUSTICE, supra note 148, at 426, 432.
225 BRAITHWAITE, supra note 119, at 49–50.
227 Id. at 28. It is actually somewhat surprising that apologies occurred as frequently as they did in the court proceedings.
228 Id. at 35.
229 E.g., Grillo, supra note 100, at 1582–85 (informal processes are more likely to produce results favoring lying participants); Richard Delgado, et al., Fairness and Formality: Minimizing the Risk of Prejudice in Alternative Dispute Resolution, 1985 WIS. L. REV. 1359, 1366 (1985) (those threatened or intimidated by formal court proceedings may favor an informal forum); Lisa G. Lerman, Mediation of Wife Abuse Cases: The Adverse Impact of Informal Dispute Resolution on Women, 7 HARV. WOMEN'S L.J. 57, 89–94, 102–07 (1984) (mediation is perhaps “the weakest of available formal legal remedies” for abuse cases).
offences.\footnote{230} In sum, the participants in the restorative justice conferences expressed greater satisfaction than the participants in the court system.

Additionally, in a random assignment evaluation Edmund McGarrell “found that 97 percent of conference victims ‘felt involved,’ compared with 38 percent of control group victims, and that 95 percent of conference victims felt they had the opportunity to express their views, compared with 56 percent of control group victims.”\footnote{231} In the Queensland Department of Justice conferencing program, where victims may decline to participate, seventy-eight percent of victims who elected conferences indicated the process and the resulting agreement helped to “make up for the offence,” and ninety percent of offenders offered verbal apologies during the process.\footnote{232}

The opportunity to receive and the receipt of an apology play a large role in increasing victim satisfaction with restorative justice processes. Obviously restorative justice processes open the dialogue more and provide a more receptive environment for expressing remorse and sympathy. While more offenders offer apologies in restorative justice settings, a greater percentage of those apologies are seen as sincere than those offered in a court setting. In the RISE study, victims viewed seventy-seven percent of the apologies received in randomly assigned conferences to be sincere or somewhat sincere.\footnote{233} On the other hand, only thirty-six percent of victims in randomly assigned court cases viewed the apologies they received as sincere or somewhat sincere.\footnote{234}

The receipt of an apology is just one form of reparation that means a great deal to many victims. In addition, restorative justice processes allow victims to play a role in preventing future victimization.\footnote{235} In Gwen Robinson and Joanna Shapland’s observations of 280 restorative justice conferences, they found that four-fifths of outcome agreements addressed the offender’s future behavior and ways to reduce further reoffending.\footnote{236} “[V]ictims’ (and their supporters’) aspirations for offenders were often expressed as a desire to help or ‘save’ others (i.e. potential future victims) from the harm they themselves had suffered at the hands of the offender.”\footnote{237}

One notable exception to increased victim satisfaction is when a restorative justice process is mismanaged or falls through and the matter ends up defaulting to the traditional court system. In that situation, victims are often more upset than if their matter had simply proceeded to court without raising their expectations of a restorative justice process.\footnote{238} “The lesson here is that badly administered programs that do not deliver on their restorative promises to victims can actually make things a lot worse for them.”\footnote{239}

Although victims generally derive greater satisfaction from restorative justice processes than from the traditional court system, offenders seem to value
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and appreciate restorative justice processes even more than victims. In general, offenders respond favorably to processes that allow them to participate and that seem to be just.\textsuperscript{240} If an attorney therefore felt he had a genuine opportunity to participate in a just and open process, he should be more inclined to drop the defensive posture that so often arises in grievance proceedings that are reminiscent of litigation. And, the restorative justice process may encourage the attorney to seek help in the future before a problem escalates and impairs the attorney-client relationship.

As Gwen Robinson and Joanna Shapland point out, the environment within a restorative justice process can also help facilitate and reinforce an offender’s decision to desist—to gradually decrease offending.\textsuperscript{241} Most agree that restorative processes have the potential to reduce the rate of reoffending, although there are few studies concerning the impact of restorative justice on recidivism and restorative justice advocates continually articulate that reducing reoffending is not a primary goal of the restorative justice practice.\textsuperscript{242} However, comparative studies between traditional court systems and restorative justice practices have produced mixed results.\textsuperscript{243} In particular, there are always variations in how certain researchers define reoffending, in how they count recidivist events, and in the length of time of the follow-up period.\textsuperscript{244}

In a study conducted in New South Wales, G. Luke and B. Lind concluded that restorative justice conferencing for first-time offenders reduced the predicted risk of reoffending by fifteen to twenty percent.\textsuperscript{245} In an experiment in the United States focusing on first-time offenders age fourteen and younger, Edmund McGarrell found that restorative justice conferencing produced a forty percent reduction in reoffending within six months of the initial arrest compared to a control group randomly assigned to other court diversion programs such as victim-offender mediation.\textsuperscript{246} G. Maxwell and A. Morris analyzed reoffending results between adults who participated in community panel pre-trial diversion programs and adults who followed a traditional path in court.\textsuperscript{247} In one diversion program offenders met with panels of community members, and in another, offenders met with community members, police, and victims.\textsuperscript{248}

\textsuperscript{240} Id. at 54. Compiling studies across the United States, Mark Umbreit found that offenders in victim-offender mediation programs expressed an 89 percent perception of fairness in the process, while only 78 percent of offenders in unmediated cases found their processes to be fair. Id. In an Indianapolis study, Edmund McGarrell et al. found that 84 percent of offenders in restorative justice conferences “felt involved,” compared to only 47 percent of offenders in a control group, and that 86 percent of offenders in the restorative justice conferences felt they had the opportunity to express themselves, compared to only 55 percent of offenders in control groups. Id. Additionally, in the Queensland Department of Justice conferencing program 96 percent of young offenders agreed with the following propositions: you “would be more likely to go to your family now if you were in trouble or needed help,” and you have “been able to put the whole experience behind you.” Id. at 55.
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each panel session, the parties discussed the offender’s conduct and developed a reparative plan.\textsuperscript{249} Twelve months later, only thirty-three percent of offenders in the first diversion program were reconvicted compared to forty-seven percent of offenders who proceeded through court.\textsuperscript{250} And only sixteen percent of offenders in the second diversion program were reconvicted compared to thirty percent of offenders who proceeded through court.\textsuperscript{251} In a U.S. study of the Bethlehem, Pennsylvania Restorative Policing Experiment, P. McCold and B. Wachtel were unable to reach any firm conclusions regarding reoffending rates of young offenders randomly assigned to restorative justice conferencing or the youth court due to the offender’s ability to decline to participate in the conference.\textsuperscript{252} The researchers noted that “[i]t appears that any reductions in recidivism are the result of the voluntary programme diverting from formal processing those juveniles who are least likely to reoffend in the first place.”\textsuperscript{253} And in the RISE study, conferencing reduced the reoffending rate of young violent offenders compared to those randomly assigned to court.\textsuperscript{254} But the researchers found no significant difference for property offenders, and drunk drivers who were referred to conferencing actually had an insignificant higher rate of reoffending than those who proceeded through court.\textsuperscript{255}

Lastly, community members who participate in restorative justice processes report high levels of satisfaction. Due to the group setting of these processes, all benefit from enhanced relationships that develop through dialogue and sharing.\textsuperscript{256} According to the Ministry of Justice, Western Australia, there is “93 percent parental satisfaction, 84 percent police satisfaction, and 67 percent judicial satisfaction, plus (and crucially) satisfaction of Aboriginal organizations with its restorative justice conference program.”\textsuperscript{257} In particular, restorative justice processes can help to restore and build the social bonds of families, to provide support for the offender and victim, and to help prevent recidivism.

E. Applying Restorative Justice Theory to Attorney Discipline

The history, processes, and empirical studies relating to restorative justice theory demonstrate that this theory is ripe for application in new environments and contexts. As such, this section will attempt to transplant Restorative Justice Theory from criminal justice, where it has found most frequent application, to a new area, attorney discipline.

1. Fit

Several key characteristics of attorney disciplinary cases make them good candidates for the application of restorative justice principles and practices.
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a. A Community of Shared Norms

First, and perhaps most importantly, restorative justice has been most successful in cultures and communities where participants could build agreement around shared values and norms. Attorney discipline occurs in a community of (at least theoretically) common values, as lawyers share a common education, oath of office, and ethical code. In a disciplinary case, factual questions may raise serious issues about whether violations occurred and, if so, how severe they are, but the underlying rule is rarely in doubt. The applicable norms should be very clear. The assumption of shared values clearly applies to any grievance brought by one lawyer against another, rare as these cases may be.

But in the far more common run of cases, when a client brings a grievance against a lawyer, the circle must expand to include someone who is not a member of the professional community. It may at first seem unfair to assume that such a person knows the rules of professional responsibility, much less endorses or adheres to those rules. But when clients hire lawyers, they voluntarily enter into the community of lawyers, if only as consumers of their services or participants in the institutions that lawyers serve. Even indigent criminal defendants or members of a class action lawsuit, who may not personally choose their lawyers, still make a choice to be represented. When they decline to opt out of that relationship, they buy into the community in the same way a client does who personally retains a lawyer. These clients therefore enter into a relationship that is laden with norms.

b. An Explicitly Self-Regulating Community

In a community that explicitly takes on the responsibility of self-regulation—policing, reporting, and punishing peer misconduct—a transplanted model of restorative justice should find even more fertile ground than it enjoys in the context of criminal law. Many of the stakeholders in a disciplinary case will be lawyers, including the respondent, the chief disciplinary counsel, the respondent’s law partners, and in some cases, the complainant. These stakeholders have opted into a profession known to be self-regulating, one that imposes on its members a duty to report misconduct when they come to know of it and to share truthful information when requested by a disciplinary authority. This will not necessarily make them better or more valid partic
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258 For some skepticism about whether a community of shared norms exists in many contexts where victim-offender mediation is promoted, see Brown, supra note 8, at 1292–95.

259 Here the double negative is accurate, since this is usually a passive decision and default outcome.

260 Most of those norms are for the clients’ benefit and protection, but some can cut against their interests. Confidentiality rules, for example, will usually protect a client, but they are also the animating force in rules against certain types of investigation, preventing ex parte communications with another lawyer’s client. So the norm of attorney-client confidentiality will both protect the client and protect others (including a client’s opponent) from actions the lawyer might otherwise take on the client’s behalf.

261 MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT 8.3 (1983). See also cmt. [1] ("Self-regulation of the legal profession requires that members of the profession initiate disciplinary investigation when they know of a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct.").

262 Id. R. 8.1. The obligation to share information applies whether it is the lawyer’s own behavior or another lawyer’s conduct that is the subject of the disciplinary proceeding. See
pants, but it does create a context in which many of the participants have preexisting commitments to engage and work together for the good of the public and the profession—good conditions for a process that requires stakeholders to take responsibility for outcomes.

c. **Therapeutic Goals**

It is perhaps significant that restorative processes have taken hold most firmly in juvenile cases, where rehabilitation remains, at least in theory, a central goal of the system. In criminal law, where the goal of rehabilitation has been eclipsed by specific and general deterrence, incapacitation, and (in some cases) retribution, restorative programs have been a slightly harder sell. But this factor suggests that restorative justice theory should find a much more receptive environment in attorney discipline, where reintegration of the offender into the community of ethical lawyers remains an important and explicit goal of the system in the overwhelming majority of cases. Disbarment occurs in only a small fraction of the cases that go to a hearing. Even when a lawyer is disbarred, many states permit the lawyer to apply for readmission at some point in the future. Thus, even the most grievous offenders are, at least in theory, redeemable. For less serious offenses, other forms of discipline often require lawyers to earn their place in the profession by completing psychological therapy, enrolling in CLE courses, or undergoing drug or alcohol treatment. The system is already designed to give disciplinary counsel some discretion and flexibility when proposing alternative discipline. Ethics committees are similarly granted flexibility when imposing discipline after a finding of guilt. Restorative justice theory merely takes the flexible, rehabilitative power already granted to existing decision makers in the system and redistributes it to include a broader array of stakeholders.

d. **Identifiable Stakeholders**

This redistribution of decision making power is made easier by the fact that attorney disciplinary cases usually involve a readily identifiable group of stakeholders—people who have been affected by the attorney’s misconduct or will be supporting the attorney’s attempts to repair the harm he has caused and to behave ethically in the future. In fact, it may be even easier to identify stakeholders in disciplinary cases than it is in criminal cases, where restorative justice has been developed most fully. If restorative practices can assist in criminal law, where “the community” is not always readily identifiable, then it should even more readily assist with attorney disciplinary cases.

When an attorney is hired by a client to assist with a private matter, such as a divorce or a personal injury lawsuit, we can say that the general community has an interest in the fair administration of that matter, but the substantive

cmt. [1] (“The duty imposed by this Rule applies to a lawyer’s own admission or discipline as well as that of others. Thus, it is a separate professional offense for a lawyer to knowingly make a misrepresentation or omission in connection with a disciplinary investigation of the lawyer’s own conduct.”).
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rulings will directly affect a relatively small circle of people and institutions. If the attorney breaches her duty of care or competence to the client in a way that causes damage, the matter frequently remains private as the client seeks compensation through civil legal malpractice. The fact that the lawyer has also violated a rule of professional conduct will in some but not all cases also give rise to a disciplinary grievance, causing us to reframe the case as one in which the profession has a self-regulatory interest. In current practice, the disciplinary counsel steps in to represent the profession and displaces the claimant entirely as a party; in restorative justice each stakeholder can remain as others are added to the process. Similarly, in current practice, disciplinary counsel represents the interest of the public in maintaining an honest and competent bar; in restorative practice, the process could include specific members of the community who might step forward to express a particular interest in the outcome of the grievance. The fact that disciplinary counsel (or her deputy) is present ensures that the interests of the public and the profession, ordinarily represented in standard disciplinary processes, will not be undermined. But the process is flexible enough to admit the readily identifiable persons and entities with legitimate interests and contributions to make in facilitating the fact-finding, adjudicating, and rehabilitative goals of the process.

e. The Difficult Tension between Confidentiality and Transparency

When a disciplinary complaint is filed against a lawyer, the disciplinary authority does not make that complaint public immediately. Only under special circumstances will the pendency, subject matter, or status of an investigation be disclosed outside the agency.\textsuperscript{265} The records of the agency usually will become available to the public once the chief disciplinary counsel has found probable cause to believe that a violation has occurred—and has filed and served formal disciplinary charges.\textsuperscript{266} Even then, the work product of disciplinary counsel, the hearing committee, and the ethics review board will be confidential.\textsuperscript{267} And while the finding of probable cause triggers formal proceedings that are open to the public, the deliberations of the hearing committee, review board, or court are not. Thus the timing and extent of disclosure to the public reflects a desire on the part of disciplinary authorities to protect the respondent and the complainant at early stages before the allegations are investigated and confirmed; but even after the allegations are confirmed, secrecy will cloak much of the deliberation determining whether and at what level of severity discipline should be imposed.

Confidentiality prior to the finding of probable cause reflects a desire on the part of the bar to make sure that lawyers are not subject to informal sanction and embarrassment too early, before the allegations of a complaint are verified.

\textsuperscript{265} See Model Rules for Lawyer Disciplinary Enforcement R. 16(B) (2002) (Disclosure can occur if respondent waives confidentiality, complaint alleges conviction of a crime or discipline by another state, allegations of the complaint have become “generally known to the public,” or notification is necessary “to protect the public, the administration of justice, or the legal profession.”).

\textsuperscript{266} Id. R. 16(A).

\textsuperscript{267} Id.
Secrecy of the disciplinary counsel’s work product and hearing committee deliberations facilitates freer exchange of ideas, argument, and debate within the decision-making authority. While this may improve the quality of decision making overall, it can have the unfortunate effect of enclosing the decision making in a sort of black box from the perspective of the public, including the complainant. Because only a portion of complaints will even be investigated,268 and an even smaller number of these will result in a finding of probable cause, much of what occurs within disciplinary agencies never sees the light of day.

Balancing the confidentiality that protects innocent respondents and theoretically improves decision making with the public’s need for protection and the victim’s desire to know about discipline is a difficult task. Restorative processes could work within existing confidentiality rules to address demands for greater accountability without publicizing allegations before they are proven. Victims and others immediately affected by the misconduct would get greater access to information at an earlier stage in the development of the case, since they would be directly involved in the discussions. But the restorative approach would also protect interests in confidentiality, because the processes would be open to invited stakeholders rather than the public in general. Because disciplinary counsel would invite people who have already been affected by the alleged misconduct, participation (and thus disclosure) would be limited to people who already know about the incident or behavior giving rise to the complaint. Granted, this would fall short of the completely open, public processes desired by some reformers. But on net, transparency would increase as restorative processes would give greater participation and disclosure of information to stakeholders, who often lack information in the present system.

f. A Relationship of Trust

Perhaps the most important characteristic of attorney disciplinary cases that makes them good candidates for restorative justice theory is that the events giving rise to a grievance usually occur in the context of a relationship of trust, so that one or both of the parties may feel a sense of violation, betrayal, or damage to an important relationship. Restorative processes are well suited to such situations because they devote attention to the relationship in ways the traditional investigative and adjudicative processes do not.

This is most obviously true when the grievant is a client or former client of the offending lawyer. The most common causes of attorney discipline—neglect and failure to communicate—are direct and disrespectful attacks on the attorney-client relationship. The client may rightly feel that the lawyer has breached the client’s trust.

A different sort of betrayal of trust can lead one attorney to complain about another’s misconduct. Lawyers follow the Rules of Professional Conduct expecting that others will do the same. Although they could gain an advantage over opposing parties and lawyers through certain rules violations—e.g., lying in negotiation or presenting false testimony—they forego these perceived advantages and require others to do as well. When another lawyer breaks that
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social contract, his violation can come at the expense of a lawyer who has followed the rules (or that lawyer’s client).\textsuperscript{269} It is not unreasonable for the attorney who has been harmed to feel a sense of anger and betrayal about the behavior of the offending attorney.

Restorative Justice—both in theory and in practice—emphasizes the repair of relationships as one of its central goals. This feature is believed to be salient even in cases where the relationship between criminal offenders and their victims is quite attenuated, existing only because they are fellow residents of the same neighborhood or town and not because they were actually acquainted prior to the occurrence of the crime. Many victims benefit from restorative processes even when the only relationship to be repaired is that of equal, mutually respectful members of a community.\textsuperscript{270} How much more, then, might restorative practices help to resolve and repair harm that has occurred in the trust-based relationships among lawyers or between attorneys and their clients?

g. The Benefits of Shaming

To conclude this section about fit, let us say a few words about the emotional component of this process from the respondent-lawyer’s perspective. When reintegration of an offender is the ultimate goal, John Braithwaite tells us, processes that include some element of “shaming” may be beneficial.\textsuperscript{271} In this view, an offender’s shame or guilt helps to reinforce the norm that has been transgressed. But it also does more, according to Herbert Morris: “[S]hame leads to creativity,”\textsuperscript{272} moving people to take “the steps that are appropriate to relieve shame.”\textsuperscript{273} Jeffrie Murphy concurs: “[A]ttention to the shamed self can be a sign of health and a stimulus to moral improvement—the attempt to mold a better character—through the painful prod that such shame provides.”\textsuperscript{274} Stephen Garvey explains how the experience of guilt can lead to a larger series of

\textsuperscript{269} A knowing violation of a rule also sends a signal, intended or not, of moral superiority, according to Stephen Garvey: “I say through my actions: ‘You may have to follow the rules, but I don’t. I set myself over and above the rules I expect everyone else to obey. Only the little people follow the rules.’ I say, in short: ‘I’m better than you.’” Stephen Garvey, The Moral Emotions of the Criminal Law, 22 QUINNIPIAC L. REV. 145, 161 (2003). For Garvey, the way to counter this signal is through punishment that calls for atonement from the offender for this false message. Id.

\textsuperscript{270} Stephen Garvey has argued, however, that one of the purposes of punishment is to reset this equality:

When the state punishes, it therefore says two things. First, it says to the offender: ‘We condemn what you did. We will not tolerate it here. You are no better than the rest of us, including the one you wronged.’ Second, it says to the victim, ‘We stand by you. You are a prized member of the community. We know that, and we want you to know that too.’

Stephen Garvey, Punishment as Atonement, 46 UCLA L. REV. 1801, 1821 (1999) [hereinafter Garvey, Atonement].

\textsuperscript{271} Indeed, Braithwaite has developed the theory of “reintegrative shaming” which incorporates “disapproval of the act within a continuum of respect for the offender” and “rituals of forgiveness.” Braithwaite, supra note 119, at 74.

\textsuperscript{272} Herbert Morris, Guilt and Punishment, 52 THE PERSONALIST 305, 318 (1971).

\textsuperscript{273} Id. at 319.

\textsuperscript{274} Jeffrie G. Murphy, Shame Creeps Through Guilt and Feels Like Retribution, 18 LAW & PHIL. 327, 341 (1999).
actions that bring an offender back into a right relationship with the community:

[The offender] must truly feel guilty, for the experience of guilt is the proper moral response to one’s wrongdoing. Second, he must willingly undertake steps to expiate his guilt, which he can only do through a series of undertakings designed to repair all the damage—material and moral alike—resulting from his crime. Accordingly, he must apologize for his conduct, thereby providing an outward manifestation and declaration of his repentance. He must make reparations in order to repair any material injury he has caused. Finally, he must bear some tangible burden or hardship through which he expresses his remorse, humbles his will, and thereby repairs the moral injury he has caused. A retributivist might call this last undertaking punishment, but that would be a mistake. A punishment is imposed on an offender. Here, in contrast, the offender accepts the burden, and indeed, welcomes it as the necessary price to be paid to expiate his guilt. We should therefore call it what it is: a secular penance. 275

Currently, attorney discipline is not structured to facilitate this cycle from guilt to apology, reparation, and penance. In hearings, attorneys facing discipline understandably concentrate on putting the disciplinary authority to its proof. This is a sensible move in a prosecutorial system, but lawyers often launch a vigorous defense even if some or all of the allegations are true. The adversary system calls for such behavior, after all. Even in states that have adopted alternative discipline, the lawyer negotiates with disciplinary counsel “in the shadow” of disciplinary proceedings, and a narrower range of issues are usually on the table: drug or alcohol rehab, CLE training, or treatment for other physical or mental illness.

Whether the process is litigation or negotiation, a bilateral structure in attorney discipline pits the lawyer’s interest in minimizing or avoiding discipline against the disciplinary counsel’s interest in disposing of the case expeditiously while also preventing future misconduct by the lawyer. Without the complainant present to describe and hold the lawyer accountable for the harm caused by the misconduct, the process is unlikely to induce much guilt or remorse on the lawyer’s part. Indeed, when the case is framed as the action of the bar against the lawyer, the process may induce in the lawyer more feelings of defensiveness than repentance.

Restorative processes, in contrast, bring wrongdoers face to face with the people they have harmed. Their wrongdoing is discussed not just in the abstract or technical terms of the rules, but also in terms of the concrete consequences for the person most negatively affected. Instead of analyzing only the lawyer and his actions, the participants expand the focus of discussion to include greater analysis of the harm the lawyer has caused. This discussion can correspondingly expand the lawyer’s feelings about the incident from mere embarrassment about a series of mistakes (e.g., neglecting a matter, failing to return phone calls, and missing a filing deadline) to a fuller sense of shame and sorrow about the consequences those mistakes had on other people (e.g., their frustration, confusion, or additional economic loss). In economic terms, we could say that the lawyer’s behavior has created “negative externalities,” bad spillover effects that impact the bar, the court, other lawyers associated with the respondent, and most profoundly, the complainant. By giving this broader array

275 Garvey, Restorative Justice, supra note 145, at 313–14 (footnotes omitted).
of stakeholders a role in the process, attorney discipline can more effectively compel the respondent to “internalize” these negative externalities. And the more thoroughly a process can force respondents to come to terms with the costs of their bad acts, the greater the deterrent effect.

2. Function

Having persuaded you (we hope) that Restorative Justice theory “fits” the characteristics and goals of attorney discipline, we will try to give a sense of how restorative practices might function in attorney disciplinary systems.

The goal, as we have stated before, is to create enhanced roles for clients or third party victims of attorney misconduct and to permit additional stakeholders (such as the offending attorney’s firm, friends, or family, the attorney’s malpractice insurance carrier, therapeutic professionals or other supporters (such as AA sponsors), as well as friends, family, or other community members wishing to support the client or third party victim) to give input into the fact finding processes, help make some decisions about the appropriate sanctions to be imposed, and make commitments about how they will aid the attorney in performing the tasks assigned him and help him fulfill his professional aspirations and responsibilities in the future.

First, a preliminary note about design: as Stutzman, Amstutz, and Mullet have argued in the educational context, it is a mistake to “propose a cookie-cutter approach to restorative discipline.” Instead, they remind us that reformers should be sensitive to the qualities and characteristics that make their communities unique. Restorative Justice Theory thus serves as a guide, but people on the ground have to tailor processes to particular settings. For example, the optimum number of participants may turn in part upon the attorney’s client base: if the attorney is deeply embedded in a relatively small geographic region where people know each other and know him, the wronged client may have neighbors who feel a strong stake in the disciplinary matter. The same could be true when a lawyer serves a particular ethnic, immigrant, or industry group (though in the latter case, competition between the wronged client and other interested “community members” might complicate their bid to participate in the process). Making the concept of “community” meaningful is complex; it is not enough to say that interested “community members” should participate in restorative attorney disciplinary processes. Someone has to decide who should participate in each case given the specific circumstances of the case and the types of communities involved. This will not be a decision that disciplinary counsel, the respondent, or the complainant can make in isolation, but between the three of them, they may think of others who ought to participate (and those others might, in turn, know of additional stakeholders who ought to participate).

The take-home point is that it will not do to prescribe the exact contours of the process from afar; the bar of each state would need to tailor the process to

277 See generally LAWRENCE SUSSKIND & JEFFREY CRUikhANK, BREAKING THE IMPASSE (1987) (on public disputing and how to identify stakeholders).
local needs, even giving county, city, or substantive specialty bar associations some say in process design. In this section, therefore, we will only sketch a process design that might be used to implement Restorative Justice Theory in attorney discipline. The details of the model would vary from place to place and case to case.

a. Participants

Restorative discipline should use a conferencing model that includes multiple parties, not just the respondent and disciplinary counsel. The disadvantages of bilateral plea bargaining and even triangular victim-offender mediation in the criminal context have been analyzed by Brown and others. We do not propose to replicate those processes in attorney disciplinary cases. Instead, we recommend a larger group where a broader array of interests will be expressed and the strongly polarized views of the complainant and respondent softened by other participants.

For example, Braithwaite and Mugford as well as Retzinger and Scheff suggest that structuring the process as a conference that includes the offender’s support network as well as the victim’s network can do a better job than mediation in preventing the complainant from going overboard with “moral lecturing and sarcasm.”

Braithwaite elaborates:

If these invitees really do care about the offender, they will counter moral lecturing with tributes to the sense of responsibility and other virtues of the offender. . . . [T]his is the genius in the design of a Maori whanau conference, a Cree healing circle, or Japanese school discipline that is absent in the design of dyadic Western victim-offender mediation.

Stephen Garvey and Paul H. Robinson agree that “group conferences and circles are, by virtue of the group dynamics that constitute those processes,

278 Granted, there is a tension between local control, which can give legal communities a greater sense of ownership in their own ethical self-regulation, and centralized state control, which increases fairness by making treatment of unethical lawyers more uniform, preventing local favoritism and lax enforcement in some communities where relationships are too tight. See Task Force on the Future of the Legal Profession, Conn. Bar Ass’n, Draft Report 31 (June 2006) https://www.ctbar.org/userfiles/Committees/FutureOfTheProfession/CBA_Future_Report.pdf (section on Professionalism notes the advantages of wresting some control from local ethics panels who were reluctant to discipline neighboring colleagues).

279 Restorative processes that utilize this model are community panels or boards, sentencing circles, and some processes with community elders.
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less likely than victim-offender mediation to result in excessively harsh or excessively lenient sanctions.\textsuperscript{288}

Thus, as we have stated above, the conference could include but not be limited to the following groups or individuals:
- the complainant,
- the respondent,
- disciplinary counsel,
- others from the state bar,
- the complainant’s family or other support network,
- the respondent’s law partners,
- therapists or twelve-step sponsors,
- the respondent’s insurer,
- the respondent’s family or other support network, and
- a facilitator.

The key characteristics that should qualify people to participate in the conference would be that they have been affected in some significant way by the alleged misconduct, or that they will be a part of the attorney’s attempt to repair the harm caused and avoid misconduct in the future.

\textbf{b. Procedure}

Though details can change to fit specific cases, several features of conferencing or circle processes seem to remain constant. These features help to promote equal voice and participation for the people there.

For example, to convey a message of equality, participants sit in a circle.\textsuperscript{289} This would require some special care, because conference tables in most courthouses and other government buildings tend to be rectangular or elliptical, and these shapes can sometimes give primacy to the people who sit at the ends of the table. If the table is a square, attention and authority can seem to concentrate on the people in the middle of each side of the square, and away from those near the corners. The facilitator could simply arrange chairs in a circle, but this might prove difficult for participants who want to work with documents or computers while the conversation is progressing. A single large, round table would consume a lot of space and would remain the same size whether five or fifteen people were participating in the conference. Large groups might feel too crowded. Small groups would have to contend with large spaces between participants and the difficulty of maintaining equal spacing between people; those more closely aligned might drift toward each other, could create clumps of partisan interest and hinder conversation.

The better approach, therefore, would be for agencies that initiate conferencing to invest in a number of smaller, individual tables that can be easily moved and rearranged to form a circle that is just large enough to accommodate the number of people participating. While it might seem silly and unnecessary

\textsuperscript{288} Garvey, Restorative Justice, supra note 145, at 316.
to go into such detail with respect to seating arrangements, many are the neutrals who can recount the mediations that succeeded or failed based upon the physical arrangement of the room. Particularly when a process is new to a system, attention to small details can give participants the best chance to make the process work, and the physical arrangement of the room can affect the proceedings before a single word is said.

Kay Pranis has noted that traditionally, “[t]itles are not used in the circle process, thus minimizing institutional authority as a relevant element of decisionmaking.” Thus, while each participant’s position in the case would be important for others to know (e.g., participants are entitled to know that a malpractice insurer has an interest and perspective that stems from its economic relationship to the respondent), it would not be necessary or helpful to highlight people’s official positions, if any. This would be especially important for participants with governmental positions, such as disciplinary counsel or judges.

Consider a case in which a judge had initiated disciplinary proceedings against a lawyer in addition to whatever court sanctions she was authorized to impose. What a dramatic difference it would make if, during the disciplinary conference, other participants referred to the judge as “Ms. X” rather than “Judge X,” or if even more dramatically, the participants decided that they would use first names in their discussions! Some judges would no doubt resist such informality, but this is the sort of equality that facilitates discussion about the personal, emotional consequences of a lawyer’s bad conduct.

A purist approach to circle processes would make use of a “talking piece” (e.g., a feather, a stone, or a foam ball) to structure the discussion. Again, Kay Pranis explains: “The talking piece creates space for the ideas of participants who would find it difficult to insert themselves into the usual dialog process.” Because few people in western societies have experience using talking pieces, it can feel strange and a bit stilted at first. But skilled facilitators can use the talking piece to break the ice and cut through the formality that might impede discussion.

Once the list of participants is established and they are seated in the room, the question arises: what will they talk about? Restorative Justice asks the following questions, all of which could be addressed in proceedings stemming from an ethical violation or professional failure:

- Who has been hurt?
- Who has a stake in this situation?

---

290 In fact, Jennifer Brown recalls the first meeting of the American Bar Association Section on Dispute Resolution in Boston, MA. Never had she been around so many people who noticed where people were sitting. At meals, particularly, people would suggest seating that would allow two people to get to know each other, or make it easier for a threesome to hear each other, etc. This sensitivity seemed to be a habit gained from practice.
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293 In William Golding’s 1954 novel, *Lord of the Flies*, children marooned on an island and first used a conch shell as a talking piece to permit everyone to speak without interruption. As the social order breaks down, this procedural regularity becomes harder to maintain. It is the rebels’ disrespect for the talking piece that first signals the breakdown in civilization among the boys.
What is the appropriate process to involve stakeholders in an effort to put things right?
What are the needs of those who have been hurt?
Whose obligations are these?²⁹⁴

Note the contrast between this very open-ended agenda, if one can even call it that, and the tighter approach adopted by many mediators: issues, interests, options, proposals, agreement. Three of the five Restorative Justice questions have to do with procedural issues such as standing, cognizable interest, and procedural rule setting. The substantive questions are about harm and accountability.

Thus, in contrast to traditional disciplinary processes, restorative discipline conferences would focus less on what rule has been broken, and more on what harms have been done. Disciplinary outcomes from the conferences would likely be less the product of the state’s rules or guidelines specifying the discipline to be imposed for a certain category or severity of offense, and be more the result of collaboration with the victim to determine the appropriate response to what happened.

In some conferencing programs, a public official within an agency serves as facilitator. For Restorative Discipline, we do not recommend that disciplinary counsel serve in this way. Instead, the attorney disciplinary agency should develop a group of trained volunteers to serve as facilitators; this would allow disciplinary counsel to be present as a party, representing a set of interests distinct from the complainants or the respondents but clearly not neutral. If the number of disciplinary conferences began to overwhelm the office of disciplinary counsel, the court could authorize the office to create a legion of deputy disciplinary counsel, lawyers specially selected and trained to attend disciplinary conferences and represent the interests of the bar. The goals of deputy disciplinary counsel would be to explain the profession’s view of the case and ensure that the outcome of the conference is consistent with the interests of the public and the bar.

Since facilitators play an important role throughout the proceedings, they should be trained in understanding the needs of the parties and in conflict resolution skills.²⁹⁵ For disciplinary conferencing, process expertise would be more important than substantive expertise in the facilitator. The open ended approach to identifying stakeholders would allow the conference to include any substantive perspectives that might be relevant to the lawyer’s professional failure and its effects. Disciplinary counsel (or one of her deputies) would be present, able to ensure that any outcome of the conference is permissible within the framework of the program, so it would not be necessary for the facilitator to bring that expertise to the process.²⁹⁶ Because the facilitator would lack decision-making authority and other stakeholders could represent the interests of the

²⁹⁴ Zehr, supra note 134, at 38.
²⁹⁵ Umbreit & Zehr, supra note 216, at 74.
²⁹⁶ This structure also distinguishes disciplinary conferencing from victim-offender mediation in the criminal context, where some programs use trained, volunteer lay people to mediate between offender and victims, and no one from the prosecutor’s office is present to insure that the state’s interest is protected. See generally Brown, supra note 8 (describing the various ways that victim-offender mediation programs can be structured and administered).
victim and of consumers generally, we could satisfy consumer advocates’ call for greater lay participation in attorney discipline—even if most of the volunteer facilitators turn out to be lawyers. If the training and certification programs for facilitators are open to qualified lawyers and non-lawyers, the agency could counter the accusation that attorney discipline is stacked in favor of the profession and against consumers of legal services.

Before the conference itself, the facilitator would explain the process to all of the parties so that they could be prepared to contribute to the conversation. Most of this prep time would likely be spent with complainants and their support network, since they are the least likely to be repeat players or have any familiarity with attorney discipline. Based on the pre-conference conversations, the facilitator could also decide where people ought to sit in the circle. At the conference, the facilitator would explain the process, go over ground rules, and get the conversation started by calling upon someone to begin by telling their story and perspective on what happened. Disciplinary counsel or her deputies would be good choices to get things started, since they are not aligned with either the complainant or the respondent and may be able to give everyone an overview from the profession’s perspective. If a talking piece is used, the facilitator could make sure that participants honor it by waiting their turn to speak, and once the full circle has had a chance to speak, call upon participants in follow up conversation. The facilitator’s tasks will obviously change depending upon the number and identity of the stakeholders. Some cases will be more emotionally fraught than others and require more of the facilitator’s process management. The participants would bring their own agendas to the conversation, and would each likely have one or two topics of most interest. The facilitator, in contrast, would be asking the questions that would guide the participants toward a restorative outcome: Who has been hurt? What are their needs? Whose obligations are these?

If the facilitator and the participants are able to address those questions, they may develop information that can be the basis for agreement about what should be done. This should be a consensus-building process rather than a majority vote, since the number of people present and expressing a particular perspective on the case (e.g., the complainant’s family) does not necessarily reflect the wisdom of outcomes they might propose. The state’s office of attorney discipline will ultimately be responsible for the disposition of the case, so it is most desirable for disciplinary counsel to be a part of the consensus that forms in the conference.

c. Case Selection for Conferencing

We propose that conferencing could be a substitute for discipline at minor offense levels and a supplement to discipline at more serious levels of offense.

d. Voluntary v. Mandatory Participation

Any diversionary program faces issues about whether to make participation compulsory or voluntary, and whether to treat victims differently from offenders on this point. Disciplinary counsel might say to complainants, “If you want this to go forward you have to participate in the conference; otherwise it
will likely be dismissed or this minor discipline will be imposed.” This is a “choice” that might feel rather restricted from the complainant’s perspective. Similarly, disciplinary counsel might say to respondents, “You have to go to the conference and participate in good faith, otherwise your discipline will be x+1” (where x is the expected discipline that would be imposed if the case were just adjudicated at a grievance hearing). This would help to mitigate the gaming that respondents engage in when calculating whether moving forward with a formal investigation may prove easier in the end. The problem from disciplinary counsel’s perspective is that the formal discipline likely to be imposed may be difficult to predict without the benefit of the information developed in a hearing. Perhaps this suggests that disciplinary counsel be empowered to threaten uncooperative respondents with discipline of “x+1” where x is the discipline that would be imposed assuming all of the complainant’s allegations were true. Participation in the conferencing would be nominally voluntary, but with a very coercive feel from the respondent’s perspective.

e. Requiring an Admission of Guilt

Should disciplinary conference occur only if the respondent admits guilt? Braithwaite and Mugford argue that even if a restorative practice is “firmly grounded in the theory of legal pluralism, certain basic procedural rules cannot be trumped.”297 The most important of these, they explain, is that “if the offender denies committing the alleged offense, she has the right to terminate the conference, demanding that the facts be tried in a court of law.”298 This does not require that the offender plead guilty in order to participate—only that the offender chooses “not to deny” the charges. A similar “does not deny” approach could be used in disciplinary cases.

f. Application

With this framework in mind, we can envision how a restorative discipline approach may lead to a more satisfactory process for and resolution of Taylor’s complaint against Wilson. A trained volunteer facilitator may convene a conference to include Taylor and his business associates, Wilson and his office supporters, disciplinary counsel, and any other relevant stakeholders who become apparent during pre-conference discussions. During the conference, with the use of a talking piece, Taylor will have the opportunity to share his frustration and to explain the negative effects that Wilson’s inaction had on Taylor’s small business. Wilson will have the opportunity to explain why Taylor’s case slipped through the cracks and will see firsthand the impacts of his neglect. Confronted with the pain he caused, Wilson may express genuine remorse and may apologize instead of glossing over his “minor misconduct.” Together, the stakeholders will learn from each perspective presented and may be able to reach a consensus on how Taylor will be refunded and on how Wilson—with the help of his support system—will improve his office procedures to ensure such client neglect does not occur again. The conference should help to restore the relationships between the parties, the parties’ trust in the legal

297 Braithwaite & Mugford, supra note 281, at 159.
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system, and Wilson’s ability to exhibit the qualities that are expressed in the Rules of Professional Conduct.

III. RISKS, BENEFITS, AND OPEN ISSUES

We recognize that several concerns or objections might be raised to our proposal. This section will summarize some of them briefly. Few of these can be addressed or resolved fully in theory; time and practice will show whether the risks of Restorative Discipline outweigh its potential benefits.

Perhaps the most fundamental objection to restorative attorney discipline stems from a general critique of Restorative Justice: it leverages the public interest for private gain. One of us has explored this concern in some detail before, objecting to programs that use the threat of criminal prosecution to coerce a settlement in cases that might otherwise be characterized as torts and relegated to the civil system.299 In the context of attorney discipline, the concern would be that the bar gives up too much control to victims and other stakeholders, possibly compromising the public’s interest in lawyers and their ethical regulation. Does having a neutral facilitator take too much power from disciplinary counsel? We think it unlikely, because in our model, disciplinary counsel or an appropriately deputized individual will be present at the conference to assert the bar’s interests.

A related objection might be that the privacy of restorative discipline could allow disciplinary authorities and/or victims to run roughshod over attorneys in ways that the public would not support. Given the variety of stakeholders participating in a restorative disciplinary conference, however, we think it likely that neither the offending attorney nor the complaining client will be able to hijack the proceedings at the expense of other interests.300

Concerns for the integrity of the public interest in criminal cases have generated sound responses from proponents of Restorative Justice. If the rules and procedures governing restorative discipline require that the lawyer admit guilt prior to entering restorative disciplinary proceedings, the more prosecutorial aspects of attorney regulation will safeguard the public interest in regulating unethical lawyers. In this way, as Steve Garvey has put it, law can “form bookends, so to speak, around restorative justice.”301

Those bookends in turn provide a response to an additional question about restorative discipline, which is what ought to happen if the grieved lawyer fails to repent or the victim fails to “forgive” and agree to the attorney’s offer of reparation? Garvey envisions a relationship between restorative practices and ordinary legal proceedings that provides a safety net for such situations. In

299 See generally Brown, supra note 8.
300 Braithwaite, supra note 119, at 399 (“[C]riminal justice officials who abuse their power face greater risk in a circle than in a courtroom. And of course the accountability of the courtroom is not removed in restorative justice. It remains standing above the restorative justice conference should there be an alleged abuse of process or outcome that causes some participants to refuse to sign an agreement or a prosecutor to contest it.”). See generally Declan Roche, Accountability in Restorative Justice (2003).
301 Garvey, Restorative Justice, supra note 145, at 316; see also Antony Duff, Restoration and Retribution, in Restorative Justice and Criminal Justice: Competing or Reconcilable Paradigms? 43, 56–57 (Andrew von Hirsch et al. eds., 2003).
Garvey’s view, if an offender fails to repent, the state steps in to punish; if a victim fails to forgive, the state steps in to reintegrate (since a state cannot forgive on a victim’s behalf).\textsuperscript{302}

A contrary critique of Restorative Justice that might apply to our proposal is not that it unduly dilutes the regulatory power of the state, but just the opposite: that such proceedings “expand the net of social control.”\textsuperscript{303} The concern is that less formal processes will allow the state to impose punishment in a larger group of cases than it would have if it had to try the cases through formal processes in court. This should not be a concern in attorney disciplinary cases since, in contrast to criminal contexts, attorneys have taken affirmative steps to avow the rules of professional conduct and subject themselves to discipline if they should violate those rules.

Some critics may question whether Restorative Justice, developed primarily in the context of juvenile justice, can make the transition into contexts serving adult offenders. As John Braithwaite has noted, however, “the idea that shaming and reintegration ceremonies are valuable only for the young is not well founded,” and “preliminary qualitative evidence indicates that it may be extremely valuable for individuals well into middle age.”\textsuperscript{304}

A final concern worth mentioning is that restorative practices may exacerbate gender inequalities. John Braithwaite has observed that “there seems little doubt that women do more of the restoring than men in restorative justice processes.”\textsuperscript{305} He therefore worries that “[t]he price tag for communitarian empowerment (which most women say they want in all the interview-based research) is a gendered burden of care.”\textsuperscript{306} Of course, it is not obvious that restorative practice in the context of a professional relationship would exhibit the same dynamics as researchers see in criminal or family contexts. Still, program administrators could address this concern preemptively through training, alerting facilitators to the potential for this gender inequality. After the fact, administrators could also conduct quality control research, keeping track of participants’ genders and the results that emerge from their proceedings to detect any patterns reflecting a greater burden on female lawyers or clients.

\section*{IV. Conclusion: Restorative Discipline and the Nurture of Community}

Restorative Justice Theory gains greater coherence and relevance when one can point to a community whose norms are at stake in, and may be reinforced by, the process of dispute resolution at issue. Restorative Justice Theory only makes sense in lawyer discipline if we can credibly claim the legal profession as a “community.”

\begin{itemize}
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This raises important questions about the definition and practice of community. As Richard Schragger has written:

"In deciding whether a particular community’s norm is entitled to respect, we are deciding both whether the community exists and who gets to be included within it. . . . Before one can assert local autonomy in the name of community, one needs a theory of insiders and outsiders that justifies the exercise of autonomy in its name."

Howard Zehr, a foundational thinker in Restorative Justice Theory, warns that we should not be too quick to conclude that community exists. “The issue is particularly a problem in cultures where traditional communities have eroded, as is true in much of the United States. Furthermore, ‘community’ can be too abstract a concept to be useful. And a community can be guilty of abuses.”

Richard Schragger offers a “contractarian” theory of community as “a product of individual acts of voluntary association, an outcome of individuals who have consented to join in a group.” The contractarian theory supports our view of the legal profession as a community. In our view, lawyers are part of a community that is neither geographically nor professionally bound, but cuts across these lines to recognize the interactions, relationships, and interdependencies that are hallmarks of community. When lawyers interact with clients, third parties, court systems, and other entities in the context of legal problems or questions, the law creates a set of community norms that can coherently be brought to bear in case of professional failure or ethical violations by the lawyers.

But Schragger also offers what he calls a “deep account of community,” and this too supports our conception of the legal profession as a community that can provide coherent norms to guide restorative processes. Schragger says, “The deep account of community reverses the direction of individual and community. It rejects the idea that the individual can exist or be sustained outside of, and prior to, a community that infuses individual choices and experiences with meaning.” In our legal system, the bar truly can be said to preexist the individual lawyer, while rules of professional conduct preexist and govern the individual attorney-client relationship. Over the years courts and legislatures have respected the right of the bar both to articulate its own professional norms and enforce those norms through disciplinary processes. A lawyer derives her identity and capabilities from the definition of her role provided by the profession. It is the bar—interacting with individual clients and with governmental institutions—that infuses lawyers’ “individual choices and experiences with meaning.”

---
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Moreover, it should be easy to see the legal profession as a community because of the many things it does to define “insiders and outsiders”:

- The bar exam and “character and fitness” inquiries control entry to the profession.
- Legal education inculcates shared competencies and values in the people who would join.
- Bar associations foster connection and maintain collegiality.
- Rules of professional conduct set forth behavioral norms that are peculiar to the profession.
- Disciplinary processes maintain ongoing quality control.

In some places, it is true, people in the profession do not know each other; anonymity dilutes the sense of community and mutual care that may have typified the profession in the past. But in many places, or at least in pockets of the profession even in the largest, most anonymous of cities, groups of lawyers know each other well and interact frequently. Sometimes they are competitors, but surely competition is not inconsistent with the formation of community. And whether or not they know each other personally, lawyers who join the bar of a state can be said to have voluntarily associated with the lawyers of that state.

If we are a community, how do we respond when one of us wrongs another? Our argument here is that we should respond with an eye toward the harm that has been caused, and include in our range of vision those who often stand on the periphery of existing disciplinary systems. By making the disciplinary process more inclusive of victim perspectives and more open to participation by multiple stakeholders, attorney discipline can demonstrate and foster the professional qualities that it seeks to enforce.

313 See Garvey, Atonement, supra note 270, at 1802 (“[W]hat model of punishment, if any, operates in an ideal community?”).
APPENDIX A

After a grievance complaint has been filed, the contents are reviewed by disciplinary counsel, a private attorney appointed by the court to perform all prosecutorial functions in the disciplinary system. If the complaint sufficiently alleges misconduct or incapacity, disciplinary counsel conducts an investigation. After investigating, if disciplinary counsel finds probable cause to believe that the allegations are true, she may recommend probation, admonition, or the filing of formal charges with the state’s disciplinary board, to be adjudicated by a local hearing committee. A copy of the charge is sent to the respondent attorney, who has a specified number of days to file an answer with both the committee and with disciplinary counsel. Thereafter, a hearing date is set. The respondent has the right to be represented by counsel, to present evidence, and to cross-examine witnesses at the hearing. The complainant has “the right to make a statement to the [hearing committee] . . . concerning the respondent’s alleged misconduct and the effect of the alleged misconduct on the complainant.” After the hearing, the committee makes its decision and serves its report on both the disciplinary counsel and the respondent. Although the hearing is public, the deliberations of the hearing committee are not. Appellate review is limited. Any time a hearing committee or review board recommends suspension or disbarment, the hearing committee’s report is sent to the court for review at its discretion.
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